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"VALUATION

This iffort r..pr-s-nts a study and investigation of techniques
appl cabl. to th- development of new and advanced bearon components for
use in lo,. cost, physically small, low-energy consuming electronic mark-rs.
A .lications include electronic tagging of material nd vehicles, air traffic
control, ind surveillnce or tracking of personnel over limited areas viaradar or other types of monitoring systems. In performing tlis program,

the cont-actor co-sidereA a wide range of state-of-the-art m: crowave devices
(single )r in arrays) and circuits in the following frequenc bands:
X(1-2 Giiz), -(2-3 G0z), 0(4-6 GHz), 1(8-10 0z), (10-20 GHz" and K(20-40 GHz).
He revit -'d the operational characteristics and limitations ( " all the indsting
airport surface detection (ASD) radars and evaluated aircrafi (4/0) target-
enhancemcnt requirements using active reflectors, passive ref sctors, and
boaron components for s/C ground detection and control by AS s at ranges up
to ma:dmnm of fivo (5) miles under all-weather conditions. "or the purpose
of -monstrating th- foasibility of a simple, low cost beacor levice, the
oon'rat-tor fabric: t-d and test demonstrated a total solid-st. - beacon trans-
pondjr breadboard. "he transmitter consisted oe a impatt dio. circuit which
prov!ded a 2.4 wtt peak RF power output at the frequency oZ 14.7 G11z. The
beaeon receiver was tunable anywhere between 12-18 GHz and had a minimum

4 tbe . l w - of.,._ uit showed that a new class of
coop--rative beacons are practical as target enhancers.

'1he resultant of this investigation effort is a we! tabulated history
on technical chnractPristics, applications, limitations cnd future out-
growth of all types of solid state microwave devices and ircuits currently
in is? and thosp in the early phases of exploratory development. .hrupor' will provide a technical informition base for curr nt and future

development efforts.

.ASH G i''I IA
Project ngin-pr
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I. INTRODUCTION

A. PURPOSE OF CONTRACT

The purpose of this contract was to investigate state-of-the-art solid-bvite microwave devices (single or

in arrays) and circuits in beacon components or transponders that will provide a target-like signal when they

are illuminated by search, tracking, or surface-detection radars in the following frequency b.nds: D (1-2

GHz), E (2-3 GHz), G (4-6 GHz), 1 (8-10 GHz), J (10-20 GHz), and K (20-40 GHz). A major objective of

this program was to show the feasibility of a new class of beacon components that lend themselves to use

in physically sma;, low-cost, low-energy-consuming electronic markers. Some important applications of the

electronic markers are electronic tagging of material and vehicies, air traffic control, and surveillance or

tracking of personnel over a limited area. Interest in this investigation was generated primarily by the need

to detect aircraft ad vehicles on the ground over a maximum range of 5 miles in an airport environment

for all weather conditions. Further details on the need3 for air traffic cuntrol un the ground are discussed
in Appendix A.

In order to satisfy the above main objective of this program, other prugram sub-tasks and goals were

defined as follows:

0 Task 1 - Review specifications and characteristics of all the existing airport surface detection

(ASD) radars and tracking radars at D, E, G, I, J, and K frequency bands that could be used with

various passive or active enhancement devices.

0 Task 2 - Evaluate target-enhancement requirements for ,xisting ASD radars or tracking radals

using active reflectors, passive reflectors, and beacon components as target enhancement c.evicus.

for detection at ranges up to a maximum of 5 miles. Also study target-enhancement devices and the

possible tradeoffs among the characteristics of these devices, for various ranges, taking into consider-

ation the ASD radar operating frequency and antenna gain (receiver and transmitter), the type of
receiver, the required system signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), the propagation losses due to weather, and

various other system losses.

0 Tsk 3 - Investigate briefly the mulipath and clutter effects on the operation of ASD or tra( king
radars. Results of this investigation will show which enhancement technique or system to use foi

reduced multipath or clutter effects.

0 Task 4 - Review and perform studies of various beacon transponder designs and concepts thi t

could be used for low-cost, small-sized, and efficient target enhancers for a maximum range of 5
miles. Perform studies of tradeoffs among these designs and concepts. Performance specification;

and requirements for the beacon transponders will be defined by the studies performed ir, Tasks 1,

2, and 3.

I-i
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* Task 5 - Review the state of the art in solid-state microwave devices that could be used in beacon

components. The devices considered included the .nllowing:

- IMPATT diodes

- TRAPATT diodes

- Gunn diodes

- LSA diodes

- Schottky-barrier diodes
- Point-con tact diodes

- Bipolar transistors

- Field-effect transistors.

• Task 6 - Review potential methods of microwave power generation using nonoptical and quasi-

optics ,.--o-bini.- techniques. Such tehniqu- could --- in ao- n .- ponent.
* Task 7 - Fabricate sol;d-state beacon-transponder breadboard that could be used for target-

enihancement purposes in conjunction with an existing ASD or tracking radar. The main objectives of

this breadboard model ate to demonstrate the key functions and capabilities of a low-cost, low-

energy-consuming cooperative beacon enhancer. Designs of the breadboard beacon transponder

will result from the theoretical studies performed in Tasks 4, 5, and 6.

0 Task 8 - Estimate the production costs of the beacon components or transponders that could be

used for target-enhanement purposes. It was also required that the power sources be self-contained

and that provisions be made to permit operation of the diode beaccn from an external source of

standard voltage - i.e., 6 V, 12 V, 28 V, or 115 Vac.

B. BACKGROUND

Cooperative beacon transponders are in general used for operational functions such as IFF

(identification friend or foe), air traffic control (airborne)", and weapon control and delivay systems.

These beacons are usually high-power, long-range equipment and vary in cost from sevp;al hundred to
several thousand dollars. Although attempts have been made to scale such components down in size and

power, the resulting reductions in power consumption (battery requirements) and cost have not been
significant. Earlier studies in this area have evaluated designs such as simple antenna elements terminated

with controlled switches or diodes, active signal repeaters using TWTs, and passive reflectors such as

corner reflectors and Luneberg lenses. These des:.ns did not lend thcmselves for use as low-cost enhancers.

Thub, there is a need to investigate new approaches to providing beacon signals using state-of-the-art

devices and circuit techniques.

C. ORGANIZATION OF REPORT

This report is organized in ten sections, including the Introduction (Section I), Recommendations

for Future Studies and Developments (Section IX), and Final Conclusions (Section X). At the end of the

report, three appendices are included that c.:,jin additional information. The above-mentioned se.?ions

report independently and conclusively the investigations on all the program tasts outlined earlier in this

section. References are listed at the end of each major section.

*Refer to Appendix B for details of a typical airb one beacon transponder presently used by commercial airline-

1-2



The following is a brief description of the contents of the major sections:

Section II

- Review of all existing airport surface detection or tracking ASD radars that could ue used for

target-enhancement application-. Disnussion of the characteristics and specificatiois of the

three ASD radars, operating at 16.5 GHz (14.3 GHz later mode!), 24 GHz, and 35 GHz, that

were investigated and analyzed.

Review of the three target-enhancement techniques - namely, passive reflectors (corner
reflector or Van Atta arrays), active reflectors (active retro-directiva arrays), and cooperative

beacon transponders.

Evaluation of target-enhancement requirements for the above three target-enhancement tech-
niques using existing ASD radars at 16.5 GHz, 24 GHz, and 35 GHz. Calculations for these

target-enhancement requirements are performed at various ranges up to a maximum of 5
miles for different weather conditions.

- Recommendations and specifications on the type of enhanceme;nt technique to use for a

maximum range of 5 miles. These recommendations are based on the utilization of the

above-mentioned ASD radars.

a Section It a

A brief review and discussion of ground-clutter and multipath-propagation effects that could
~affect the operation cf ASD or tracking radars for clear deiection.

- A solution to reduce the ground-clutter effects by the use of frequency-discrimination

techniques as applied in the design of becon transponders.

- A solution to reduce the ground-cluttet effects and mu;tipath effects by the use of multiple

ASD or tracking tadar systems at a given location.

*Section IV

e Performance specifications for cooperative beacon transponders at 16.5 GHz, 24 GHz, and

35 GH7 frequency bands that could be used as target-enhancement devices in conjunction
with existing ASD radars for a maximum range of 5 mile;.

- General design goals, design techniques, and design concepts for low-cost, low-energy-consumi|(.

and efficient cooperative beacon transponders independent of the frequency of operations.

- liformation on the design of instantaneous and delay types of beacon transponder.

* - Recommendations on the type of receiver concept and transmitter concept to use in a

beacon-transponder design for low-cost fabrication and efficient operation.

0 Section V

- Details of the development, electrical and mechanical designs, fabrication, integration, and

testing of an all-solid-state 14.5-GHz cooperative beacon transponder that could be used for
target-enhancement purposes for a range of 5 miles in conjunction with an existing 4.5-dB

&NF ASD (T.I.) radar.

- Details of the electrical and mechanical designs, and the fabrication and testing of a high-power,
pulsed, low-Q coaxial IMPATT diode oscillator. Also included are details concerning the

selection of the double-drift IMFATT diodes and the design of the matching network.
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- Details of the design and fabrication of the diode detector receiver used in the above beacon

trinsponder.

Details of the design, fabrication, and testing of the signal-processing system used for the

isolation of the receiver from the transmitter and as a memory logic system.

Details of the design, fabrication, and testing of the current modulator used in driving the

IMPATT diode oscillator.

- Operational test results and data obtained in the laboratory on the fabricated 14.5-GHz

cooperative-beacon-transponder breadboard that shows the feasibility and highlights of a

low-cost, all solid-state transponder.

0 Section VI

- Ieccnt ir foinitiun regarding the performance and capability of the state-of-the-art active

devices (direct-generating diodes, receiver diodes, and transistors) that could be used in the

transmitter or the receiver of the beacon transponders at various frequency bands (D, E, G,

I, J and K).

- Discussion of he selection of active devices for optimum and efficient performance at low

cost and for applications in practical beacon transponders.

* Section VII

- Reviews and discussions of various RF power-combining techniques for oscillators and

amplifiers at D, E, G, 1, J, and K trequency bands. Two types of power-combining techniques

are reviewed - namely, nonoptical techniques and quasi-optical techniques.

- Design information on various i'F power combining techniques using either direct generating

devices or transistors.

- Appraisal and status of the state-of-the-art solid-state transmitting devices that could be used

in various high.power combining circuits. Recommendations on RF power-combining schemes

suitable for medium- and high-power beacon transponders at D, E, G, I, J, and K fequency

bands.

* Sect~on VIII

- Estimates on the small- and large-quantity production costs of 14.5-GHz cooperative beacon

transponders (flight hardware) similar to the type developed and fabricated as desci ibed in

Section V. A simple diode detector is used in the receiver.

- Estimates on the small- and large-quantity production costs of 14.5-GHz cooperative beacon

transponders (flight hardware) using a mixer pumped with a local oscillator as a receiver.

- Recommendations for reducing the production costs of beacon transponders, and cost

estimates for the production of 24-GHz beacon transponders.
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II. EVALUATION OF AIRPORT SURFACE DETECTION (ASD)

RADARS AND TARGET-ENHANCEMENT REQUIREMENTSI

A. GENERAL

Under the terms of this contract, it was 'equired to calculate and analyze signal-level requirements for

target-enhancement devices using active reflectors, passive reflectors, or beacon comnponents when illumi-
nated by search, tracking, or surface-detection radars in the D, E, G, I, J and K frequen.y bands. The overall

system specifications were set to achieve target enhancement for a maximum range of 5 miles. In order to

evaluate the target-enhancement requirements for the various types of enhancement techniques, knowledge
of the search, tracking, or surface-detection radars was necessary.

A review of existing radars indicated that only three airport surface-detection (ASD) radars were

applicable to this study. The main applications for the ASD radars are for tracking vehicles and airplanes on

the ground in an airport environment. These radars operate at the J- and K-bands, and ,eturn pulses from
all targets are displayed on a scope for visual identification. The accuracy and resolution of these, radars

depend on the radar transmitter and receiver characteristics, propagation losses due to weather, frequency

of operation, and target range and size. As the frequency of operation is increased, target resolution in-

creases, but propagational losses due to weather also increase considerably, thereby limiting the range

coverage.

The ASD radars are useful for identifying large objects (e.g., airplanes), but are limited in range per-

formance for small airplanes and vehicles. The objective of the study desc;.b'ed in this section was to extend
the range of identification of these ASD radars by the utilization of enhance nent devic!s, without much

modification to the radar design. The concepts developed for the ASD radars are applicable or can be readily

adapted to radar systems at other frequencies.

B. AIRPORT SURFACE DETECTION RADARS

There are presently three types of ASD radars. These are ASD (Texas Instruments) at 16.5 GHz.

ASDF II (Airborne Instrument Labs) at 24 GHz, and ASMI (Decca Radar) at 35 GHz. 1  The system char-

acteristics of these typical ASO radars are summarized in Table I1-1 and the attenuation and backscatter

coefficients for various weather conditions are summarized in Table 11-2. These radar a id propagation

parameters were used as being typical for each frequency band.

The FCC has allocated the frequency bands 14-14.3 GHz, 24.25-25.25 GHz, and 11.8-33.4 GHz for

air traffic control and surface detection in the future. Although our target-enhancement studies, discussed
later, were performed at 16.5 GHz, 24 GHz, and 35 GHz (which are close to the freque icies specified by the

FCC fo: )ir traffic control) the results and conclusions are still valid and applicable for the objectives of this
contract. The resulting data on target enhancement can be used for purposes of compa ison to determine
the perfo.mace of the radars when target-enhancement devices are used.

'References are listed at the end of each major section in Mich references are cited.
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Table 11-1. Airport Surface Detection System Parameters

PrmtrTexas Instruments ASDE-11 ASMI K

Parmetr { ASD Radar I (AIL) I (DECCA)

Antenna Gain j 33 dB }45 dB 42.5 d8

Azimuth Beamwidth I 0.330 0.250 0.40
Elevation Beamwidth R! 1*to 3dB e to 3dB

I' to 2V csc2  3' to 140 s2

Peak Power 30 KW 36 KW 12 KW

Pulsewidth 40 ns 20 ns 30 ns
Pulse Rate 1*5 kHz 14.4 kHz 15 kHz
Ftequency 40w, to UGHz 24 GHz 35 GHz

IF Barndwidth 35 MHz 100 MHz 60 MHz
Clutter Reduction with CP All 17dBs dB 17 dB
Wesather Conditions Except Snow 17d
Snow 13 dB 13 dB 13 d8
Target Loss with CP 4 dB 4 dB 4d8
Losses (including radome) 8 dB 8 dB 8 dB
Noise Figure 11 dO 17 dB 16 dB
Pulses Integrated 6 10 1
Integration Gain 5 dB* 5 d~ t  0 dB

*Video Integrator wmzh fixed-threshold decision etvice.

tPPI with human operator.

Table 11-2. Attenuation and Backscatter Coefficients for Various Weather Conditions

ASD (TI) ASDE 11 (AIL) ASMI MK5 IDecca)
16.5 GHz 24 GHz 35 GHz

Weather Two-Way Backscatter Two-way Backscatter Two-way Backscatter
Type Attenuation Coefficient Attenuation Coefficient Attenuation Coefficient

1____ (dB/nmi) (dB m21m3) (dB/nmi) (dB m21M3) (dB/nnii) (dB m2/m3)

Clear 0.08 - 0.4 - 0.25 -

Rain 0.31 -61.5 1 0.6 -54.0 1.5 -47.0
1 mm/hr

4Rmmih 1.20 -52.0 2.4 -46.0 6.0 -39.0

Ran4.8 -43.0 9.6 -36.0 24.0 -32.0

16mmhr

Wet Snowi 0.15 -46.8 0.74 -4306 0.46 -360
4 mm/hr

Fg2.38 -89.5 5.05 -8:2.0 7.4 -75.0
100 ft

*Equivalent wate, .ontent (nieltcd).
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C. TARGET.ENHANCEMENT TECHNIQUES
There are basically three categories of enhancement techniques that we considered in this study.

They are:
0 Passive reflector

- Corner reflector

- Van Atta array

Active reflector

- Active retrodirective array

- ,..,,, r,,,,vc . ,,, transporide.

Passive and active reflectors offer target enhancement at the same frequency as the surface-detection

or tracking radar. In the case of beacon transponders, outgoing signals can be at differert frequencies or

at the same frequency as the incoming signals from the radar. The beacon transpond, r operating at a

different frequency than the radar offers a performance advantage for target enhance nent because the

background clutter due to stationary objects or ground can be ignored at the radar receiver.

D. TARGET-ENHANCEMENT REQUIREMENTS

Radar range equations were applied to the three radars in Table I1-1 to determine the requirements

for target enhancement using passive reflectors, active reflectors, and beacon iransponders. ° The radar

range equations are as follows:

Radar Cross Section of Passive Reflectors

[ (41r) 3 R4(kTiB} 10,2RLsLt Lt  ]

o =L PtG 22G + -L c  SNR (11-1)

t iL c

kTiB = kToB NF (11-2)

Uc = v U (11-3)
t C 7

,R2c B- I's
vm = - (11-4)

Assumption: .utter and receiver noise are additive.

Performance soecifications of a T I radar at 14.3 GHz are given in Appendix C. These were not available at the

time of the study.
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Gain of Active Reflectors

a e.= (11.5)

Assumption: Clutter and receiver noise are additive.

0 Transponder Effective Radiated Power

(41rR) 2 (kTiB)LSL (10)'/ l'R

2GtG iX2 -o

Assumptions: Transponder antenna linearly polarized.

Transr onler frequency different from radr transmitter.
Forward scatter by clutter is negligible.

Definition of the paranmeters are as follows:

Pt - Transmitter peak power

P~p - Transponder peak power

G t  = Transmitter antenna gain
Gp = Transponder antenna gain

Ga  = Active-reflector antenna gain

Gi = Pulse-integration gain
08 = Azimuth 3-dB beamwidth (transmitter antenna)
.;B = Elevation 3-dO beamwidth (transmitter antenna)

;% = Wavelength

7" = Pulsewidth

B = Noise (- IF) bandwidth

RP = Receiver noise figure

LS = System loss (two-way)

Lt  = Signal reduction (due to CP)

Lc = Clutter reduction (due to CP)
cc = Clutter attenuation (two-way)

Ti = Effective noise temperature
To  = Standard noise temperature (2.0OK)

k = Boltzmann's cons',nt (1.38 X 10-23 JPK)

0o = Clutter backscatter coefficient

vm = Effective clutter volume

NC  = (.elutter noise
o = Target radar cross section

11-4
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R = Range

c = Velocity of light (3 X 108 mls)

SNR = Signal-to-noise ratio

Pd = Probability of detect;on

P a  = False-alarm probability

Equations (11-1), (11-5). and (11-6) were appled to the three listed ASD radars to dr..rmine the

requirements for target enhancement for the control of aircraft vehicle., and personnel on the ground

under var;ous environrm~ental conditions. Data are tabulated in Tables 11-.3 through 11-14. All of these

tables were generated for a probability of detection of 0.95 and a probability of false alarm of 10 -6. This
corresponds to a mirni,,um SNR ratio for a nonfluctuatina target of 13.9 eiR..All the wre'tn - ;

statute miles in order that the data be consistent with the existing literature we have on ASD radars.

Table 11-3. Transponder P-wer-Gain Product (PXG) Required to
Produce an SNR of 13.8 dB in ASD (T.1.) Radar Receiver

with 11dB Noise Figure (Frequency- -16.5 GHz)

Power-Gain Product, PXG (dBW)
AtmosphericConditions 1 Mile 2 Miles 3 Miles 4 Miles 5 Miles

Range Range Range Range Range

-12.7 1.5
Clear (0.054 W) -6.7 -3.1 -0.6 (1.4W)

Rain 1 mm/hr -12.6 -6.5 -2.8 -0.2 2.0

Rain 4 mm/hr -12.3 -5.7 -1.7 1.4 3.9

-10.7 3.1 11.7
Rain 16 mm/hr -07-2.6 317.7 1.

(0.085 W) (2.04 W) (14.79 W)

Sow, Dy -12.7 -6.6 -3.0 -0.5 1.6

4 mm/hr

Snow, Wet -12.7 -6.6 -3.0 -0.5 1.6

4 mm/hr

Fog, lO0-ft -11.8 -4.7 -0.1 3.5 6.5
'visibility
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1,bhl. 11-4. TstuIipndur Puwe, Gamh I'stluct (PXG) efimlitel 1()
Psoduce .it SNR ol 13.8 IB in ASD (I.I.) RiaJar Receiver wil;

4.5-dB Noise Figure (Frequency - - 16.5 GHzI

Atmospheric _Power-Gain 
Product, PXG dBW)

Conditions 1 Mile 2 Miles 3 I Miles 
Range Range Range Range Range

-19.2 -13.2 -9.6 -7.1 -5.1
Clear (12.0 mW) (0.1096 W) (0.309 W)

Rain 1 mm/hr -19.1 -13.0 -9.3 -6.7 -4.6

Rain 4 mm/hr -18.8 2.2 2 -5.2 -2.7

-17.2 -3.5 5.2
Rain 16 mm/hr 9.1 (46W) 1.2(19.05 mW) (0462)(3.31 W
Snow, Dry -19.2 -13.1 -9.5 -7.0 -5.0

4 mm/hr

Snow. Wet
-19.2 -13.1 -9.5 -7.0 -5.04 mm/hr

Fog, 1030 ft

V -18.3 -11.2 -6.6 -3.1 -0.1

Table 11-5. Transponder Power-Gain Product (PXG) RequirEd to
Produce an SNR of 13.8 d8 in ASDE I! (AlL) Radar Receiver

with 17-dB Noise Figure (Frequency - -24 GHz)

AtmoshericPower-Gain Poduct. PXG (d8W}

Conditions 1 Mile 2 Miles 3 Miles 4 Miles 5 Mi:i
Range Range Range Range Rang

-10.9 -1.0 3.8
(81 rnW) (0.7943W) (2.399%1)

Rain 1 mm/hr -10.3 -4.6 -0.8 2.1 4.3

Rain 4 mm/hr -10.1 -3.0 1.7 5.2 8.2

-6.9 11.0 a 17.7 23.8
Rain 16 mm/hr 3.4;-(0.2 W) (12.59 W) {239.9 '1)

Snow. Dry -10.8 -4.4 -0.6 2.3 4.6

4 mm/hr

Srow, Wet -10.8 -4.4 -0.6 2.3 4.6

4 mm/hr
Fog, 100 ft -8.9 - 5.1 13.9

Visibility (0.13 W) -0.7 (3.24 W) 9.8 (24.55'')
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Table 11.6. Tratiponder Power-Gain Product (PXG) Required to
Produce in SNR of 13.8 dB in ASMI (DECCA) Radar Receiver

with 16-dB Noise Figure tFrequency - -35 GHz)

Power-Gain Product, PXG (dBW)
Atmospheric I I

C aie 2 Miies 3 ies 4 Miles 5 Miles
Range Range Range Range Range

Clear 2.8 6.4 9.0 11.1
(0.4571 W) (4.365'W) (12.88 W)

Rain 1 mm/t.r -2.9 3.9 8.1 11.2 13.8
I.0

Rain 16 m/ihr 7.0 23.4 37450.3 6.
(5.012 W) (5495 W) 1.82 X 106 W)

Snmwl Dry -.3.3 3.0 6.7 9A 11.54 mm/hr

Snraw, Wet -3.3 3.0 6.7 9,4 11.5
4 mm/hr

-0.3 9.0 21.5Fog, 100 f t -0. -. 15.7 21. 26.6
Visiba;ity (37.15 W) (457 1 W)

Table 11-7. Radar Cross Section Necessary to Produce a i SNR of
13.8 d8 in ASD (T.I.) Radar Receiver with

I 1.dB Noise Figure (Frequency -- 16.5 Gt Iz)

Radar Cross Section (dBsm)
Atmospheric

Conditions 1 Mile 2 Miles 3 Miles 4 Mile 5 1 tiles
Range Range Range Range R inge

Clear -11.4 0.8 8.0 13.0 1 '.0

Rain 1 mm/hr -10.4 1.4 8.6 13.9 111.0

Rain 4 mm/hr -6.4 3.9 1 1.3 17.1 2-.9

Rain 16 mm/hr 1.1 11.0 20.6 29.5 37.5

Srow. Dry -8.6 1.8 8.5 13.5 1 .4

4 mm/hr

Snow, Wet0.9 7.7 12.3 16.0 19.2

4 mm/hr

Fo-9 100 ft 9 4.8 14.0 21.0 27.0" Visibility
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Table 11.. Radar Cross Section Necessary to Produce an SNR Ratio of
13.8 dB in ASD (T.I.) Radar Receiver with

4.5 dB Noise Figure (Frequency - -16.5 GHz)

Radar Cross Section (dBsm)
Conditions 1 Mile 2 Miles 3 Miles 4 Miles 5 Miles

Range Range Range Range Range

C!ear -17.9 -5.8 1.5 6.5 10.5

Rain 1 mm/hr -14.9 -4.5 2.4 7.5 11.6

Rain 4 mm/hr - 8.0 -0.2 6.0 11.2 15.8

Rain 16 mm/hr 0.6 7.9 15.3 23.3 31.1

Snow, Dry -10.9 -2.7 3.1 7.7 11.3

4 mm/hr

Snow, Wet 0.7 6.9 10.8 13.7 16.1

4 mm/hr

Fog, 100 ft
-15.9 -1.8 7.5 14.5 20.5~Visibility

Table 11-9. Radar Cross Section Necessary to Produce an SNR of

13.8 dB in ASDE II (AlL) Radar Receiver with

17-dB Noise Figure (Frequency - -24 GHz)

Radar Cross Section (dBsm)
Atmospheric 1 Mile 2 Miles 3 Miles 4 Miles E, Miles
Conditions

Range Range Range Range lunge

Clear -22.2 -9.8 -2.4 3.0 7.3

Rain 1 mm/hr -20.7 -9.1 -1.8 3.8 8.2

Rain 4 mm/hr -16.4 -5.4 3.2 10.1 16.0

Rain 16 mm/hr - 7.6 6.8 21.7 35.0 47.2

Snow, Dry -18.8 -8.3 -1.2 4.4 8.8

4 mm/hr

Snow, Wet - 9.0 -2.2 2.6 6.6 10.2
4 mm/hr

Fog, 100 ft -18.2 -1.7 9.8 19.2 27.4
Visib,fit.y
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Table 11-10. Radar Cross Section Necessary to Produce an SNR of
13.8 dB in ASMI (DECCA) Radar Receiver with
16.dB Noise Figure (Frequency - -35 GHz)

Radar Cross Section (dBsm)Atmospheric _____

Conditions 1 Mile 2 Miles 3 Miles 4 Miles 5 ;iles
Range Range Range Rang,. R. nae

Clear -7.5 4.9 12.1 17.3 :1.4

Rain 1 mm/hr -5.1 7.3 15.5 21.7 26.9

Rain 4 mm/hr 0.3 15.1 27.1 37.3 46.4

Rain 16 mm/hr 13.7 46.1 74.0 99.8 124.5

Snow, Dry -3.6 6.4 13.2 18.3 72.5
4 mm/hr

Snow, Wet
4 /9.5 15.9 19.9 23.1 25.9~4 mm/hr

tFog, 100 ft j 10bft -1.3 17.3 30.8 42.2 52.5
VisibilityI

Table 11-11. Total Active Reflector Gain Required to Produce an SNR of
13.8 dB in ASD (T.I.) Radar Receiver with

1 1-dB IN.oise Figure (Frequency - -16.6 GHz)

Active-Reflector Gain (d)
Atmospheric ...Conditions 1 Mile 2 Miles 3 Miles 4 Miles 5 Miles

Range Range Range Range Range

Clear 17.3 23.4 26.9 29.5 31.5

Rain 1 mm/hr 17.8 23.7 27.3 2iI.9 32.0

Rain 4 mm/hr 19.8 24.9 28.6 31.5 33.9

Rain 16 mm/hr 23.5 28.4 33.3 37.7 41.7

Snow, Dry 18.7 23.9 27.2 29.7 31.7
4 mm/hr

Snow,We4mm/h 23.4 26.8 29.1 31.0 32.54. mm/hr

Fog, 100 ft 18.3 25.4 29.9 33.5 36.4
Visibility
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Table 11-12. Total Active Reflector Gain Required to Produce an SNR of
13.8 dB in ASD (T.I.) Radar Receiver with

4.5-dB Noise Figure (Frequency - -16.5 GHz)

Atmospheric__ Active-Reflector Gain (dB)Atmospheric

Conditions 1 Mile 2 Miles 3 Miles 4 Miles 5 Miles
Range Range Range Range Range

Clear 14.1 20.1 23.7 26.2 28.2

Rain 1 mm/hr 15.6 20.8 24.2 26.7 28.8

Rain 4 mm/hr 19.0 22.9 26.0 28.6 30.8

Rain 16 mm/hr 23.3 26.9 30.6 34.6 38.5

Snow, Dry 17.6 21.7 24.5 26.8 28.6
4 mm/hr

~Snow, Wet
S W23.3 26.4 28.3 29.8 31.0
4 mm/hr

! Fog, 100 f t
15.1 22.1 26.7 30.2 33.2

Visibilitv

Table 11-13. Total Active Reflector Gain Required to Produce an SNR of
13.8 JB in ASDE II (AlL) Radar Receiver with

17-dB Noise Figure (Frequency -- 24 GHz)

A 
Active-Reflector Gain (dB)

Conditions 1 Mile 2 Miles 3 Miles 4 Miles 5 Miles
__Range Range Range Range Range

Clea 13.3 19.7 23.4 26.0 28.2

Rain 1 mm/hr 14.2 20.0 23.7 26.4 28.6

Rain 4 mm/hr 16.4 21.9 26.1 29.6 32.5

Rain 16 mm/hr 20.8 27.9 35.4 42.0 48.1

Snow, Dry
4 mm/hr 15.2 20.4 24.0 26.7 28.9

Snow, Wet
4 mm/hr 20.1 23.5 25.8 27.8 29.6

Fog, 100 f t 15.5 23.7 29.4 34.1 38.2
Visibisity _ ,
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Table 11-14. Total Active Reflector Gain Required to Produre an SNR of
13.8 dB in ASMI (DECCA) Radar Receiver witn

16-dB Noise Figure (Frequency - -35 GHz)

Active-Reflector Gain (dB)Atmospheric

Conditions 1 Mile 2 Miles 3 Miles 4 Miles 5 Miles
Range Range Range Range Range

Clear 22.5 28.6 32.2 34.8 36.9

Rain 1 mm/hr 23.7 29.8 33.9 37.0 39.6

Rain 4 mm/hr 26.3 33.7 39.7 44.8 49.4

Rain 16 mm/hr 33.0 49.2 63.2 76.1 88A
; Snow, Dry 24.4 29A 32.8 35.3 37.4

4 mm/hr

Snow, Wet 30.9 34.1 36.1 37.7 39.1
4 mm/hr

Fog, 100 ft 25.6 34.8 41.5 47.3 52.4
Visibility

Two types of ASD (T.I.) 16.5 GHz radars were considered in the calculations. One had a recosover
with 11-dB NF and the other had a receiver with 4.5 dB NF.

Tables 11-3 through 11-14 indicate that the target-enhancement requirements are least stringent for
the ASD (T.I.) radar employing the low-noise-parameter amplifier receiver. The ASMI radar, operating
at 35 GHz, requires the greatest target enhancement. For example, at 5 miles the effective transponder
radiated power (transmitter plus antenna gain less transponder losses) necessary to produce an SNR of
13.8 dB in the ASD receiver (4.5 dB NF receiver) is 3.3 watts under the most severe weather conditions
(16 mm/hr rain). To produce an SNR ratio of 13.8 dB in the ASMI (Decca) receiver operating under
the same environment, 1.82 MW of effective transponder radiated power is needed. Under the same
conditions the gain of an active retrodirective array (defined here as the one-way antenna gain plus one-
half the reflection amplifier gain) must be 38.5 dB when the ASD receiver is used, but 88.4 dB when the
ASMI receiver is used.

The results on target radar cross section (shown in Tables 11-7, 11-8, 11-9. and 11-10) indicate: that
frequency is one of the most important parameters to be considered for radars operating under adverse
weather conditions. Although the ASDE and ASMI radars employ antennas with significantly higher gain
(narrower beamwidths) than the ASD radar, the performance of the ASD radar under adverse conditions
is better. This is primarily due to the faft that weather clutter backscatter and attenuation are less at
lower frequencies. However, a 1000-m2 (30 dBsm radar cross section) target is required when the best
performing ASD (noise figure - 4.5 dB receiver) radar operates in 16 mm/hr rainfall. If a simple
corner reflectcr is considered as a possible device for target enhancement for this application, a linear
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length of 31 inches would be required for a range of 5 miles when rainfall is 16 mm/hr and 10 inches
when the weather is clear*.

Some consideration was given to a Vn Atta array, ,o obtain the required RCS. For passive arrays,

the number of elements required is impractical. For example, it the requited RCS is 30 dBsm then the

required two way gain of an array of linear elements is of the order of 75 dB. The number of linear

elements required to give a one-way gain of 38 dB is nearly 6400. It is evident that some type of active

beacon or transponder is necessary to obtain sufficient gain.

The required performance characteristics of a target enhancement device at a range of 5 miles and

16 mm/hr of rainfall and a radar receiver SNR of 13.8 dB are listed in Table 11-15. The target enhance-

ment requirements are least stringent for the ASD (T.I.) radar (SNR = 4.5 dB). A 10 dB reduction in

the radar receiver noise figure at 24 GHz and 35 GHz would reduce the required output power of a

beacon transponder to 24 W and 182 kW, respectively. A peak pulse output power of 24 W at 24 Ghz

is feasible with IMPATT diodes in some form of a combining circuit but the design would not be low

cost in the immediate future. To achieve 182 kW at 35 GHz is not feasible using solid-state devices.

Table 11-15. Target-Enhancement Requirements for Variou- ASD Radars at a
Range of Five Miles with SNR of 13.8 dB and 16 mm/h-" Rainfall

Radars
TargetTargemnt ASD (T.I.) ASDE II (AlL) ASMI (Decc:a)

Enhancement 16.5 GHz 24 GHz 35 GHz
Technique

4.5dBNF** 11dBNF 17dBNF 16dBNF

Beacon Transponder (W) 3.31 14.79 239.9 1.82 X 106

(transponder power gain product)I

Passive Reflector (dBsm) 31.1 37.5 47.2 124.5

(radar cross section)

Active Reflector (dB) 38.5 41.7 48.1 88.4

[G (gain) = GafI"J

where

G = Total gain

Ga = Active reflector antenna gain

Gd = Active device gain _

The radar cross section of a corner reflector is given by the relation

0 - fra'13?? (il-7)

where a z the length of the edge of the reflector.

NF •Recciver noise figure
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E. CONCLUSIONS

Cur conclusions are based on the study of the target-enhancement requirement that the three
existing ASO radars achieve a detectable range of 5 miles in all weather conditions. The following is a

summary of our results:

0 Propagation losses considered at the three frequencie; 116.5, 24, and 35 GHz) for all weather

conditions are least at 16.5 and maximum at 35 GHz.

0 The beacon-transponder technique for increasing the range of detectability of ASD radars is

more practical than either the passive-reflector technique or active-reflector technique. The
required radar cross-section of 30 dBsm (at 16 GHz) requires too large an area or too many
elements for passive reflectors to be useful. The totel area or number of linear elements can
be reduced by using an active corner reflector or array, but the amplifier gain is limited to
about 10 dB by finite isolation between the receiving and transmitting antennas on a small
vehicle. Thus for a range of 5 miles and 16 mm/hr of rainfall, beacon-transponder techniques
are the only feasible techniques with existing ASD radars.

S The required peak output power of 3.3 W at 16.5 GHz is within the state of the art of direct
generating solid state devices. A reduction in the radar receiver noise figure of 10 dB is
required to bring the transponder power requirements at 24 GHz within the state of the art
of solid state devices.

1-
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Ill. ;-.JTTER AND MULTIPATH-PROPAGATION EFFECTS
Cl T(HE PERFORMANCE OF ASD RADARS

A. GENERAL

An investigation of the target-enhancement requirements for ground control of aircraft, vehicles, and

personnel using ASD radars operating under various weather conditions was reported in the preceding sec-

tion. The results were tabulated in Tables 11-3 through 11-15. These results, however, did not account for

ground clutter (terrain backscatter) or multipath-propagation (terrain forward scatter). Both phenomena

will have an effect on the performance of the ASD radars, particularly when they are operating at low

elevation angles in the airport or jungle env!onment. A complete study on this subject is beyond the terms
of this contract and hence has not beet: rmpor:,ed in depth. However, references are included for the benefit

of the reader who would like to perform a detailed study.

Ground clutter increases the overall system noise, which means that for a given target range, a larger

target radar cross section is required to maintain the same receiver SNR. On the other hand, multipath-

propagation affects the total received signal at the radar because of the wide variation of received energy as

target elevation angle changes. These variations result because of multipath interference, which creatn:s

multiple antenna-pattern elevation lobes. Multipath also causes false-target indications and affects chtter

rejection in certain cases.

B. CLUTTER EFFECTS

1. Ground-Clutter Effects

The amount of ground-clutter return is proportional to the area illuminated by the radar. Most

of the clutter return is from an area illuminaoid by the main beam o! the radar antenna, but sidelobe illumi-

nation can also contribute to the clutter area seen by the radar. This is particularly true for surface radars

tracking low-elevation targets. Hence, to properly account for all ground clutter, the antenna pattern must

be accurately known. For low elevation angles the area illuminated by the main beam of the antenna is

approximated by

0
Av -n! cTR tan r 2 sec 1p) (1-1"

*The parameters of this and subsequent equations are defined in Section II, following Eq. (11-6), except as othe'wise noted.
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where i is the grazing angle which, when a curved instead of flat earth (4/3 earth approximation) is being

considered, is approximately equal to

i _ sin_- R (112

where

h = Antenna height and

} re = 4/3 the actual radius of the earth ( 8.5 X 106 m).

Thus, the received ground clutter may be determined from the radar equation:

PtGtX2G i(1)--RSNc = '•AcOc (111-3)
(4r) 3 R4 Ls c
WOL _ A a

The backscattering coefficient, o0c' given in terms of scattering cross sec*;ion per unit area, is a

measure of the backscattering characteristics of the ground. This coefficient depen's on radar-system

parameters that include wavelength, angle of incidence, and polarization, and terrain parameters that includ

complex permittivity and roughness of both the ground surface and subsurface. Tneoretical models are
described in (he literature 1-12 that attempt to derive the dependence of o c on the above parameters. Sucl

models, however, are very limited in their validity primarily because of the extreme difficulty ir, accurately

describing representative terrain mathematically in terms of its electrical and physical properties. 13 ManyIi programs in the past have been completed that measured the scattering coefficient of the ground. t.' 3

It appears that no useful data are available from the controlled measurements. 13 For the ASD radars, only

values of a&c for circular polarization are applicable, since these radars employ circularly polarized antennas

However, no theoretical or measured data of o c have been presented for horizontal and vertical polarizatio

but since only amplitude and not phase information is contained in these backscatter coefficients, values

for the case of circ'jlar polarization cannot be derived from these data.

2. A Solution to Ground-Clutter Effects

Frequency-discrimination techniques can be used as a means of extracting target signal informa

tion from clutter and effectively increasing the signal-to-clutter ratio at the radar receiver. Most commonly.

these techniques are employed in MTI * and pulse-Doppler radars2 4 where the frequency difference

(doppler shift) between the signal received from a moving target and the clutt-r received from fixed targets

is used !o extract the signal from clutter. Pulse radars, such as the ASD radars, can also use a frequency-

discrimination techn;que for clutter suppression if the target is configured with a beacon transponder. Witt

this technique, the radar transmitter and receiver are tuned to different frequencies, and the transponder

receiver and transmitter are tuned, respectively, to the radar transmitter and receiver. This was one of the

cases considered during evaluation of the target-enhancement requirements for the ASD -adars where the

assumption was made that clutter rejection was complete.

#Moving Target Indicator.
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3. Other Clutter Effects

There are, of course, other types of clutter targets besides the surface of the ground that should

be accounted for during consideration of terrain clutter. Clutter targets such as buildings, towers, and bare

hills or mountains are fixed and reflect signals that are constant in both phase and amplitude with time.

Clutter signals from trees; weeds, and other foliage (and also from rain) fluctuate with time, however,

producing a spectral distribution of clutter energy given by

W(f) = W. exp (a4) -L2*4

This equation describes the received spectral density of clutter surrounding each t-ansmitted specti I line at

frequency ft, with a power density of W o . The frequency deviation about each line is f; the paramt !era

describes the relative stability of the particular kind of clutter and is a function of wind speed.2 5 Cutter

from these fluctuating targets can limit the ASD radar receiver capability to reject clutter when tracking a

transponder augmented target. This is because within the spectral distribution of clutter energy, a clutter

signal at the same frequency as the signal from the transponder can exist.

C. MULTIPATH-PROPAGATION EFFECTS

Multipath propagation, as applicable to the ASD radars, can cause target fading and fase-targe|

detection,* and reduce the effectiveness of rain clutter cancellation of circularly polarized radars.

1. Target Fading

T..gct fadin ,ude to ithe destructive interference Detween the direct wave reaching the target

and an indirect wave, reflected from the ground surface, reaching the target. The average power in the total

field intercepted by the target is proportional to

jP(R-R) 12 ~1

P a E2  = E2E 1+ KIpIe'(111-5)

where

Ed = Field component of the direct wave

Go
K0 = T where G o = the antenna gain in the direction of the indirect wave, and G = the

antenna gain in the direction of the beam peak

ps = Compler (forward-scatter) reflection coefficient of the ground surface

Rs = Indir.ect path length between the radar and target

2a

'Indestion of a target in a position where no target exists.
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If the ground surface is smooth and is a good conductor, ps -1. In general, however, ps depends on the

same parameters as the ground-clutter backscattering coefficient, o0c (namely, wavelength), th,, angle of

incidence of the indirect wave, polarization, and the electrical and physical properties of the ground. 26

From Eq. (111.5) it is seen that as the range to the target (R) changes, V will vary between 0 and 21r. When

= , maximum target fading (.curs that is most serious at low elevation angles as K0 approach, s 1.

2. False-Target Detection

False-target detection can result when a radar signal is reflected from mountains or from other

fixed targets such as buildings or towers, toward a target. In this case, target detection occurs when the

antenna is pointed toward the reflecting surface instead of toward the target, resulting i, a false-azimuth-

position indication. False-target detection becomes a gr = -r problem when the target c ,rries a transponder.

The transponder can be triggered by a reflected transm tted signal that is typically 20 to 25 dB down from

the direct-path signal. 2 7 Fortunately, however, radar sidelobe-suppressicn (SLS) techni ues2 8 can be used

to eliminate most transponder replies to main-beam reflected signals.

3. Increased Rain Clutter

Multipath surface reflections also reduce the effectiveness of rain-clutter cai ,:ellation in the ASD

radars, which transmit arf receive circularly polarized signals.29,3 0 The reason can be understood if one
first considers why rain-clutter cancellation is accomplished with circularly polarized radars. When a circu-

larly polarized wave is reflected by a general target, it breaks up into two circularly polarized wave

components. The electric-field vector of one component rotates clockwise and the field vector of the other

component, counterclockwise.1 When the target is nearly symmetrical, such as a raindrop, most of the

energy is in the component that is cross-polarized to the transmitted (or incident) wave. This is because the

wave reflectcd by a raindrop has essentially the same relative phase and amplitLde relationships between the

horizor,cal and vertical electric-field components as does the incident wave, yet the direction of propagati( ,

is reversed.* Since the radar antenna can transmit and receive only one sense of circular polarization, most

of the clutter return is rejected.

Although the direct wave from an ASD radar will be circularly polarized with low axial ratio,
the ground-reflected wave will be elliptically polarized. This is due to the relative phase and amplitude

relationships of the horizontal and vertical field components be;ng markedly changed upon reflection from

the ground. When this ground-reflected wave is in turn reflected from the rain, a significant fraction of the

wave will be accepted by the radar antenna. Hence, more rain-clutter energy is received by the radar antenna.
Thus it is seen that multipath effects should also be considesed when the clutter-reduction factors tor the

ASO radars operatino ;-. z ::;nfall environment are be.iig determined.

*Transponders at considerable ranges from the interrogation radar can be triggered when in the radar antenna si eobes
This gives rise to a "ring-around" effect on a PPI display of a anning radar resulting in loss of azimuth ccura.-y, ngle
resolution, and increased intorference. Sidelobe-suppresslon sys.mns are designed to eliminate transponder respoetse to

sidelobe interrogetionL
27

tThe compusite wave is elliptically polarized.

tThe sense of polarization is defined by the direction of rotation of the electric-field vector in a transverse plane as seen by
ar observer looking in the direction of propgation. Clockwise rotation corresponds to right-hand edliptical or circular
polar:zation, and counterclockwise to left-hand polarization.
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D. CONCLUSIONS

Clutter and multipath propagation effects can degrade the performance of the ASD racier. These

effects are dependent on the environment in which the radars are placed and the surioundino weather

conditions. Therefore, before an ASD radar is used in a specified place, we suggest that a system propaga-

tion study of possible ground or multipath effects be performed.

Ground-clutter effects can be eliminated if frequency-discrimination techniques are used as a means

of extracting target-signal information at a frequency other than that of the return signals from the ground

or other fixed objects in the vicinity of the radar. Also. by proper separation of transmitted 3nd received
signal frequencies to the radar it may be possible to reduce clutter signals due to trees, weeds, and other

foliage. Frequency-discrimination techniques can be applied for target-enha,ernent purposes by the use of

coo),erative beacon transponders.

Rain clutter can be reduced by using circularly polarized antennas in the radar.

Multipath-propagation will occur and cause target fading and false-target detection, and reduce effec-
tiveness of rain-clutter cancella:ion in the case of circularly polarized antennas. Achieving a reduction of

these effects may require more sophisticated transmission or detection schemes (two or three antenna
systems and possible multiple radar installations). Detailed study and analysis on this topic is not within

the scope of our present investigation.
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IV. COOPERATIVE-BEACON-TRANSPONDER DESIGNS AND CONCEPTS

A. GENERAL

We have used the term "cooperative beacon '.,ansponder" here as opposed to beacon transponder in
order to discriminate pGsitively between these two types. The cooperative beacon transponder discussed in
this report is a transponder whose output pulsed signal is synchronized with the rcceived puls-d signals from
the tracking or surface-detection radar. The input and output frequencies of the cooperative beacon trans-
ponder may be the same or different, depending on the design and system requirements. In ti is report (all
sections), for brevity the expression "beacon transponder" is used to designate the cooperativ,; beacon
transponder.

In the fol!owing subsections, cooperative.beacon-transponder specifications, design goals, design
techniques, and design concepts are discussed in detail. The design techniques and concepts discussed are

/
not for any specific frequency and could apply in a variety of applications.

B. BEACON-TRANSPONDER SPECIFICATION FOR THREE ASD RADARS

A transponder consists of a receiver, transmitter, and antenna. Complexity of the tran: ponder depends
on the electrical functions it must perform. Concepts of simple transponders are shown in Figure IV-1.

The transponder specifications are those of the receiver, transmitter, and antenna that ':ollectively
form one integrated system. Each of these components is considered separately in the f-'-; ring subsections.

1. Antenna Specifications

The antenra should be omnidirectional and elevated so that the main lobes of the field strength

are in the direction of the rad ,- mounted on the towers. Sidelobes to the ground should be minimized in
the design. The antenna mus. Ie mounted on the top surface of the vehicle or the aircraft so there is no
obstruction in the path of transmission or reception. The same antenna would be used for tiansmission as
well as reception, to keep the cost of the transponder beacon to a minimum. The antenna mtust b,- of a
simple design, so no gain can be expected. Any additional microwave power required from the transponder

will be supplied by the solid-state source in the transmitter. No detailed antenna studies have been performed
for this report. It is expected that a simple quarter-wavelength dipole covered with a radome for pr',tection
against rain could satisfy the needs for a low-cost beacon transponder.

2. Transmitter Specifications

In Tables 11-3 through 11-6, the transponder RF output-power requirements are tabulated fol
distances of one mile through 5 miles for different ASD radars under various atmospheric conditions. The
p.ak RF power levels listed in those tables must be generated by the transmitter in the beacon transponder
so that an SNR of 13.8 dB exists at the ASD radar receivers.
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RECEV MODULATOR !TRANSMITTER

P R PT

(a) TWO-ANTENNA TRANSPONDER

RECEIVER OR - TRANSMITE
fR CIRCULATOR I

I.T

Pi ...ODULATOR

(b) ONE-ANTENNA TRANSPONDER
SA-1970-3

FIGURE IV-1 SIMPLE TRANSPONDER CC'NCEPTS

3. Receiver Specifications

In order to list the receiver sp%.cific tions for a beacon transponder, it is ne(essary to apply the
radar range equations to the various ASD radars at 16.5 GHz, 24 GHz, and 35 GHz to predict the power
received at the bc.con.

The power received at the beacon receiver (taking into consideration the losses due to circular
polarization and atmospheric conditions can be determined from the following equation:

r= .7 z"at • 1 10) J /  (WV-11)

4irR 2
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where

Lt = 4 dB (expected). Loss due to circular polarization, - i.e., if beacon antenna is

linearly polarized.

L = 8 dB (expected). System loss at radar and beacon receiver due to radome loss,

rotarv joint loss, and waveguide loss.

Gp = 1.64 or 2.2 dB for a simple quarter-wavelength dipole.

= Attenuation loss constant due to atmospheric condition.

For simplicity of design and cost-saving purposes, no sophisticated integration will be performed

in the beacon receiver.

Attenuation loss in decibels (given by log10 10o .R) due to rainfall of 11. mm/hr (worst coai-

dition) at the various frequencies of interest is summarized as follows:

Frequency (G~z)Loss/Mile

16.5 2.085 dB/mile

24.0 4.17 dB/mile

35.0 10.43 dB/mile

By application of Eq. (IV-1) to the various ASD radars, thb received power at the beacon

transponder can be calculated.

In Tables IV-1 and IV-2 each term in Eq. (IV-1) is listed in decibels for the three ASD radar at

16.5 GHz, 24 GHz, and 35 GHz for one.mile range and five-mile range, respectively. The received power is

then calculated for both clear and 16-mm/hr rainfall weather conditions by addition of all the terms in

decibels for ,u range of one mile and 5 miles, respectively.

Diode detectors are commercially available witn tangential sensitivities of -44 dBm at 16.5 GHz,

-38 d~m at 24 Gl-z, and -35 dBm at 35 GHz for 100 MHz bandwidth. A review of results on the received

power at !he beacon transponder as shown in Table IV-1 for 1-mile target distance from the radar indicates

that a video detector (with large bandwidth that will maintain the pulse shape of tne received silnal) could

be used as a receiver in the beacon transponder at 16.5 and 24 GHz. Since tangential sensitivity corresponds

to an SNR of 3 dB, the video detector cannot be used for ASMI radar at 35 GHz when rainfall . 16 mm/hr.

It is assumed that in order for the transponder system to meet the system specification, the pro iability of

detection must be 0.95 and the SNR a minimum of 13.8 dB. For a target distance of 5 miles, a simple video

detector cannot meet the SNR specifications. An alternative receiver design that will most prol ,ably meet

the system specification at 35 GHz is a superheterodyne type. The superheterodyne technique vould

require a local-oscillator drive and would increase the size and cost of a beacon transponder syst im.

C. BEACON-TRANSPONDE1 DESIGN GOALS

The goai. for transponder desiyn at ar.y frequency are:

0 Utilization of r.ommon antenna system

0 No coupling between transmitter and receiver
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Table IV-1. Calculation of Received Power at the Beacon Transponder
for Three ASD Radars at a Distance of One Mile

Radar ASD ASDE II ASMI
Range (T.I.) (ALL) (Decca)

Parameters 16.5 GHz 24 GHz 35 GHz

PT

(Effective +75.2 dBm +75.6 dBm +70. dBm
Radiated
Peak Power)

GT
(Radar +33.0 cB +45.0 dB +42.5 dBAntenna

Gain)
G p

(Beacon
Antenna +2.2 dB +2.2dB +2.2 dB

Gain)
, Ls

System -8.0 dB -8.0 dB -8.0 dB
Loss)

Lt

(CP Loss) -4.0 dB -4.0 dB -4.0 dB

Atmospheric -120.7 dB -122.78 dB -124.2 dB -128.4 dB -127.45 dB -:137.88 dB

Attenuation* Clear 16 mm/hr Clear 16 mm/hr Clear 16 mm/hr
Rain Rain Rain

Received
Power at -22 dBm -24.4 dBm -13.4 dBm -17.6 dBm -24 dBm -34.4 d~m
the Beacon

'Atmospheric attenuation is given by _ io• 10 - ) a a 0 for clear-weather conditions.

" Small size, including antenna

" High efficiency

* Solid state

" Low cost

* Utilization of power supply only when the beacon transponder is illuminated by the ASD radar

" Minimum delay ot constant delay.

These goals can be met by proper transponder design techniques. In the following section,

beacon-transponder designs and techniques to achieve these design goals are discussed.
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I
Table IV-2. Calculations of Received Power at the Beacon Transponder

for Three ASD Radars at a Distance of Five Miles

Radar ASD ASDE II ASMI
Range (T.1.) (A L) (Decca)

Parameters 16.5 GHz 24 GHz 35 GHz
PT

(Effective
(affate +75.2 dlm +7.6 dBm +70.8 dBn

Peak Power
'3T(Radar

a a +33.0 dB +45.0 dS +42.5 dBAntenna
Gain)

G p
(Beacon +2.2 dB +2.2 dB +2.2 dB
Antenna
Gain)

(System -8.0 dB -8.0 dB -8.0 dB
Loss)

Lt -4.0 dB -4.0 dB -4.0 dB
(CP Loss)

-134.7 dB -145.1 dB -138.5 dB -159.2 dB -141.5 dB -19 .6 dB
Atmospheric Clear 16 mm/hr Clear 16 mm/hr Clear 16 mhr

Rain Rain Rain

Received
Power at -36.3 dBm -46.7 dBm -27.0dBm -38.6 dBm -38.0dBm -90.0 dBm
the Beacon

*Atmospheric attenuation is given by - 4 " '

D. GENERAL TRANSPONDER TECHNIQUES

Figure IV-1 shows two simple transponder concepts. The receiver down-converts the RF signal to an
IF or video signal. Received information is obtained at the IF or video frequency. The transmitter is modu-

lated with this IF or video signal. An RF signal at a frequency different from that received is generated by
the transmitter, then retransmitted, containing all the received information without degradation.

Generally, FM transponder designs are more complex than AM, because they use components wit I
linear phase and constant amplitude within the information passband. In addition, more components a e
used to cancel the AIV effects on the transmission. Both AM and FM transponders at low frequencies v ould

require more compi nents because of stringent selectivity specifications on the transponder receiver and
minimum el"-',omagnetic interference or harmonic specifications imposed by the FAA on the transponder

transmitter. There are many low-frequency transmitting equipments now in use. Thus, for the beacon
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transponder to be fail-safe and re'iable, the recei-er must be capable of canceling any image signals or ,purious

false alarms. This requires additional filtering or the use of coding techniques.

Beacon-transponder designs for ASD radars will be simpler than the existitig communication trans-

pond-rs that must maintain signal information modulated on the carrier. Pulse-modulation schemes are used
in beacon transponders because the ASD radars are pulse-modulated. ASO beacon transponders have a re-

quirement that the transmitted pulse signal have a leading or trailing edge that is synchronized with that of

the ASD radar pulse. Synchronization of pulsed RF signals from the beacon transponder must be on a pulse-

to-pulse basis. The delay, rise time, and width of the transmitted pulse will determine th range and resolution
accuracy of the system. To maintain the same range accuracy and resolution of the ASD radar, pulse vwave-
forms should not be degraded considerably.

Presently ASD radars at 16.5 GHz (or 14.3 GHz), 24 GHz, and 35 GHz use echo techniques for

determining the target range. By comparison of the time duration of the pulsed received signal with respect

to the pulsed transmitted signal, range information can be predicted. The ASO radar receiver frequency is

the same as the transmitter frequency. If beacon transponders are used, the ASD radar receivers may have

to be modified. The signals received by the ASD radar receiver include returns from the arget, rain, ground,

and beacon transponder. In order to differentiate the beacon sgnal from other signals, the frequency of the

signal transmission at ASD radar will be different from that of the signal frequency receied from the

transponder. The frequencies cannot be very far apart; othenvise, existing components ii the ASD radar will

have to be modified. It is assumed that the RF circuitry in the ASD radars will remain ui-changed, but the

local oscillator and the downconverter in the ASD receiver will be modified such that onlf the beacon-

transponder signals are within the IF bandwidth of the radar receiver. In many systems, 3F circuits gen-

erally have a bandwidth of 5% to 10%. Therefore the maximum beacon-transponder fre uency difference

from ASD transmitter frequency that one could expect is 2% to 3% (i.e., 480 MHz at 16.5 GHz). This can

be confirmed by acquiring more information on the present ASD radars.

There are basically two types of beacon-transpeder designs for ASO radars. They are the instantaneous

response types and the delay-response types.

In the instantaneous-response transponder the output signal appears after a very small delay in the

received signal. This delay is primarily due to the group lelay of the components in the receiver and

transmitter. A delay of a few nanoseconds can be expected in this type of transponder. This is very useful,

since no compensation is required in the ASD radar receiver. The disadvantage is that all the local-oscillator

sources must be operating at all times, and dc power is consumed at all times, thereby limiting the life of a

battery. At low frequencies, class C amplifiers can be used in the last stages of the transmitter, limiting the

high-power operation to times when a signal is received. However, at high frequencies the negative-resistance

amplifiers will drain current from the battery regardless of whether or not a signal is preset.

In the delay-response transponder the transmitter is turned ON only when ,i signal i, received from the

ASD radar. A delay in the output response occurs because a finite time is required to turn the power supplies

ON. In this type of transponder, fewer active high-power solid-state components are required, thereby reduc-

ing cost and size.

In order to meet all the beacon- ,ransponder design goals, special techniques must be utilized. Some

of the important techniques are discussed in the folirwing paragraphs.
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1. Common Antenna System (Isolation of Transmitter and Receiver)

A common antenna system for receiving and transmitting cao be utilized by using a tr:nsponder

design as shown in Figure IV-1 (b). The transmitter and receiver are combined by a circjulator, switch, or

diplexer. Since active components require power supplies and drive circuitry, the switch will not e con-

sidered for low-cost transponder designs in this project. Also, in order to use a switch combinir.g .ystem,

memory-logic-pulse signals will be required to oper-.c surc a switri. The switch would have to be. ON, in

the receiver direction at all times. When the signal from an ACUD radar is received, the switch will have to be

turned ON in the direction of the transmitter. The time duration for switching from.receiver direction to

transmitter direction will have to be of the order of the received pulsewidth time duration. This type of

operation is complex and not necessary if passive components such as a circulator or diplexer can be

utilized. Isolation and frequency-selectivity specitications depend on the minimum burn-out level of the

first active component (mixer or detector) in the receiver chain and the difference between the received and

transmitted frequencies, respectively. A typical diode detector or mixer can handle a maximum of 100 mW
power. A simple isolator can give a minimum isolation of 17 dB at a fairly low cost. This isolation is suf-
ficient to decouple the transmitter and receiver if transmitter power is 10 watts maximum. More isolation

would be required for high powers. The disadvantage of using aan isolator instead of a diplexer is tha, it is

not compatible with stripline or microstrip techniques. Interconnection between the isolator and receiver or

transmitter might be a problem because isolators ate built on ferrite substrates. For minimum cost and ease

of production, the design goals are to have all the transponder RF circuitry on one plane in either stripline

or microstrip form. Thus it would be advantageous to have a homogeneous system. This would depend on

the frequency of the ASD radar considered and the bandwidth of the system.

2. Size

Minimum size reduction can be achieved by microstrip techniques. However, when the frequen-

cies are greater than 26 GHz the components are small; thus, using stripline or microstrip techn ques could

be difficult and disadvantageous because of the production control required on the parasitic dis' ontiruities

and mechanical tolerances. It should also be noted that OSM connectors cannot be used beyon, 26 GHz

because of the moding problems in the coaxial line. Therefore waveguide transitional connections should be

considered for frequencies beyond 26 GHz. Selection of transmission media (whether it is stripline, micro-

strip, coaxial, or waveguide) depends on size constraint and productior or assembly costs of components.

3. Efficiency

The efficiency of a transponder depends on the efficiency of high-power oscillators and ampli-

fiers used in the transmitter. Solid-state devices used determine the efficiency of the oscillator circuits. At

low freqtiencies (< 5 GHz) transistors can be used. At higher frequencies (> 5 GHz) direct-generation

devices such as Gunn, IMPATT. or LSA devices can be used. Transistors are more efficient than the dii ct-

generation devices at present. Efficiencies of 30% to 40% are presently applicable to transistors general ng

4 watts CW at 4 GHz. Gunn diodes at X.band and K-band can delivery 1 watt CW and 1/2 watt CW, re! lec-

*vvly*, officjcrcis of 4% to 6%. Efficiency for transistors and direct-generating devices is covered i a

separate section of this report. As technology advances, breakthroughs are expected in the direct-genet ting

devices. Recently 22% efficiency at 6.5 GHz was achieved in GaAs IMPATT diodes by B. Kramer at th,

Laboratory of Electronics and Physical Applications Limited, France. 1
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4. Utilization of Power Supplies when Transponder is Illuminated by ASD Radar

Transponders can be designed so that the power to the transmitter is turned ON only when the

t nSla lin(le i% iliuimii ted by , i .,lr. The rtceivei, which uses n ejligibln poweI 1coniUdW1 to thl(it l1111t

Itdisintllet. cill be .eb Iu ON at all tinies to detect ItI i ladui signul. Tho outpiu ,t4 Ihl Mot:uivi is tht'll ,di tph

fled to turn ON the power supplies of the transmitter. This type of scheme is quite beneficial for Ieacott

transponders that will use constant-voltage lead batteries as the dc power source and where conservation of

power is necessary when the aircraft or vehicle engines are not operating. The disadvantge of this scheme

is that there will be a constant delay in the transmitted signal. The power supplies have slow rise time and

the oscillations will take time to build up in the transmitter. To eliminate such rise-time problems in the

transmitter, a fast RF switch can be inserted at the output port to be operated only when the transmitter
has reached a steady-state condition.

E. BEACON-TRANSPONDER CONCEPTS

Concepts of beacon transponders depend on the receiver or transmitter used, frequency of operation,

and range consideration under all atmospheric conditions. In the following subsections, receiver and trans-
mitter concepts are discussed.

1. Receiver Concepts

There are two basic concepts in AM receiver designs for beacon transponder applicati Ins. Figure

IV-2 shows the two concepts in block-diagram form. One uses an RF diode detector and the oth r uses a

mixer driven with a local oscillator. Receivers using mixers are sensitive and have a larger dynam . range than

receivers using diode detectors. In the case of the diode-detector receiver, an output-pulse envel( )e will exist

whether the input is due to the received signal from the ASD radar or to the leakage across the c mbining

network (Figure !V 1) from the beacon transmitter; in the case of leakge, gdting circuits would oe required

at the output of a diode-detector receiver. The gate is enhanced for no pulse output to the modulator when

the beacon transmitter pulse is ON. By utilizing gating circuits, feedback from the beacon transmitter to the

receiver can be controlled without the use of an RF bandpass filter (at the input to the receiver) with steep-

skirt selectivity to attenuate the transmitter RF signals. However, in the case of a receiver using a mixer, IF

signals will be out-of-band when the input RF signal is due to leakage across the combining netwott (see

Figure IV-1). This will occur if received frequency and transmitted frequency of the beacon transp rnders

are different. In-band IF signals are generated only when an RF received signal mixes with the loc,- oscillator

pump. Receivers using diode detectors and gating circuits are simpler and easier to manufacture th~n receivers

driven by a local oscillator. Utilization of either a diode-detector receiver or a mixer receiver will dilpend pri-

marily on the frequency of the ASD radar and the range requirements.

A typical AM transponder receiver (see Figure IV-3) consists of an RF bandpass filter. I limiter

for protection of the mixer, a mixer pumped with LO, an IF amplifier, an IF bandpass for selectiv ty, a video

detector, and a video amplifier. This type of system is complex, expensive an(, bulky. The most' <pensive

items in such a system are the RF filters, RF limiter, and pre-ampfifier. For a i ASD radar beacor -we pro-

pose either a simple diode detector followed by an IF amplifier, or a mixer pun.:ed by a local osc lator

followed by an IF amplifier. These are shown in Figure IV-2. A limiter is not required because t combin-
ing network would have sufficient isolation to atteruate the signals from the transmitter. HowNev for safety

it is recommended that a limiter be inserted, RF bandpas, filters will not be necessary, since the obability

of the existence of RF signals with the same pulse waveform shape is small.
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2. Diode Detector

An ideal diode detector, when operating as a square-law device, converts a peak-power RF wave-

form to a peak-voltage wavef,'rm v,.ithout degradation of the pulse waveform. In actual diode-detector
circuits, it is feasible to obtain . peak-voitage waveform without degradation only if the bandwidths of the

video filter and IF amplifier are broad enough to cover the frequency spread of sin X/X in the frequency

domain ot the input pulsed RF signal. The wider the bandwidth of the video filter, the less tangential sensi-

tivity of the diode detector is expected, thus limiting the usefulness of the diode detector. It should also be

noted that even though the tangential sensitivity of a detector will increase with reduced bandwidth, the

pulse waveform shape will be distorted and a less fundamental pulse output will exist; a tradeoff occurs

between the two parameters.

Video detectors make the simplest type of receiver front end. They are used in three closely

related applications:

* Direct RF input demodulation

* IF detectors after mixer conversion

* Power monitors.

They are most useful for circuits where broad bandwidth, simplicity, size, and weight are prime requirements.

In diode detectcrs there are two types of noise - white noise (shot noise plus thermal), which is

primarily due to thermal conditions, and flicker noise, which has a relationship with the modulating signal

frequency. At low modulating signal frequencies of 10 Hz to 100 Hz, diodes have noise-temperature ratios

of 40 to 50 dB.

The noise ratio of diodes due to flicker noise is represented by Bx/f, where Bx is an arbitrary

constant for different diodes and contains the dimension of frequency, and may be regarded as a fictitious

bandwidth characteristic of the diode. The total noise ratio of diodes is generally written as t = tw + Bx/f,

with tw = 1 at zero bi3s. (For Schottky diodes, tw is approximately equal to 1, even with bias.)

Noise for diode detection followed by an IF amplifier with gain G can be represented by the

following equation:
2 - 4

G kTB tw + kTBx1n + kToB(F v - 1)

Bandwidth B is equal to fh - fQ • (IV-2)

Diode performance can be described by two common terms - tangential signal sensitivity (TSS),

and nominal detectable signal (NDS). TSS is a direct measurement of signal-to-noise voltage in a detector

receiver. The measurement is carried out with a pulse signal, the level of which is adjusted so that the high.

est noise peaks observed on an oscilloscope in the absence of a signal are at the same level as the lowest

noise peaks in the presence of the signal. The signal level thus determined gives the TSS value. TSS con es-

ponds to an SNR of approximately 2.5/1. Although the measurement is subjective and depends on the oper-

ator, it is most commonly used.

The nominal detectable signal (NDS) is defined as the exact microwave power required to

produce an uutput power equal to noise power.
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NDS is calculated as follows. The ratio of output signal power from thc IF amplifier to the

output noise power N is

Sil <nv> 2  1

G .V.3)
Noise 4R N

where <Sv> 2/4Rv is the available signal power from the diode and G is the gain

<Sv> = 7P

where ' is the %.oltage sensitivity in volts/watts, and P is the intput power to thn diode and R = diode

impedance.

To calculate NDS we can set the output SNR equal to unity and replace P by NDS. Therefore,

NDS= 2 RN (IV-4)
NDS G(

Substituting for N/G (defined earlier),

NDS = 2 'VkTRv[Btw + T(Fv -1)8+ Bx en(9L)] (IV*5)

where

k = Boltzman constant

T = Absolute temperature

To = Room temperature

tw = White.noise temperature ratio

Fv = Noise figure of video amplifier.

The TSS is found empirically to be 4 dB above NDS under ordinary conditions. The various

parameters TSS and NDS are all dependent on the amplifier bandwidth, usually varying as the square root

of the bandwidth. Thus the value at which measurements are made must be quoted in specifying the

detector. The usual value is a 2-MHz video bandwidth.

Data sheets on commercially available diode detectors were studied. Results are summarized

in Table IV-3. It can be seen in this table that the best Schottky.barrier diode (MA-40215) has a TSS of

-48 dBm at 15 GHz. This corresponds to an SNR of 4 dB with a video bandwidth of 10 MHz. By use of
Fq. (IV-4) fcr a 100-MHz bandwidth, the TSS value would be -43 dl~m. In order to satisfy the system
requirement of the beacon receiver, the probability of detection has to be 0.95, which corresponds to an

SNR of 13.8 dB. Therefore the RF signal strength level has to be -33 dBm at the input t. the diode-

detector receiver. For lower values of signal levels than -33 dBm at 16 GHz, diode detectors cannot be

used, and mixers should be considered.
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T-')le IV-3. Commercial Detector Diodes

Test TSSo t

Diode Type Manufacturer Model No. Frequency (dBm)
(GHz)

Schottky Barrier MAI MA-40207 10 -52

Schottky Barrier MA MA-40215 16 -48

Schottky Barrier Alpha D5754A 10 -50

Schottky Barrier Alpha D5236 10 -53

Point Contact Alpha D4194A 16 -51

Point Contacz Alpha D4195A 24 -51

Point Contact Alph- D4196A 35 -48

Point Contact MA MA-4116 16 -51

Point Contact MA MA-4528 10 -52

*Video Bandwidth - 10 MHz.
t = s50 A.

fMicrowave Associates.

3. Mixer Concepts

The sensitivity of a microwave receiver can be greatly increased by using the heterodyne

principle, which can avoid the 1/f noise problems. The received signal is first mixed with a local-oscillator

signal in a nonlinear resistance (diode) circuit to derive a difference signal or intermediate-frequency signa;

that can be easily ampified before it is detected. The intermediate frequency is set at a value above the

1/f region of the diode noise spectrum. It is amplified by an IF amplifier and then detectud using a diode

detector.

Receiver sensitivity is described as "noise figure" and is defined as the ratio of the rms output

noise Dower of the receiver to that of a hypothetical receiver of the swme gain and bandwidth whose input

roise power is equal to the thermal-agitation noise power developed across its input impedance.

The overall noise figure is specified on most mixer types. Wish a sui:able gas-tube noise source,

the overall noise figure can be measured. At present, a calculated value of noise figure may be used for some

milit.ary applications. The calculation is based on individual measurements of conversion loss and noise ratio

and an assumed IF amplifier noise. The overall noise figure is given by the following formula:

NF (dB) = Lc+ 10 log1 0 (NFIF+Nr- 1) (IV-6)

where

Lc = Conversion loss of the diode (dB)

NFIF = IF amplifier noise figure (expressed as a ratio'

NR or tw = Noise ratio of the diode (ratio).

IV.12
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The parenthetic expression (NFIF + Nr - 1) as expressed in ratio form may be converted to dB
and then added directly to the conversion loss in decibels.

As seen in the anove formula, the overall performance of the microwave receiver can be

predicted from knowledge of the diode characteristics and thc noise generated in the IF amplifier (assuming
that the gain is sufficient to amplify this noise to the detection level). For example, if

Lc=8.5dB, Nr 1, and NF IF 1.5dB,

then the noise figure of the receiver is 10 dB. Therefore for a 100-MHz-bandwidth receiver, the equivalent
thermal noise at the input to the receiver would (given Lv KTBF) be -84 d8m. For an SNR equal to 13.8dB,
the minimum signal strength must be -70.2 dBm. This is clearly more .ensitive thin a diode-detector receiver.

Noise-figure compbrisons for different statv-of-the-art diodes are covered in Section VI-C.

There are various mixer designs, lependiooP the RF frequency and IF bandwidth required.
The four popular types of mixers for low-noiie front-end designs are:

* Single-ended mixer

* Single-balanced mixer

* Double-balanced mixer

* Image-reject mixer.

a. Single-Ended Mixer

The single-ended mixer consists of a ccupler (the amount of coupling depends on the LO
power level), a diode, and c, 'uitry that filters the IF output from the appropriate port. This type of mixer
does not offer any local-oscillator AM noise cancellation. Neither does it otter reduction in currents due to
intermodulation products of the local-oscillator signal and RF signal. It does require a large local-oscillator
power drive, which is not required in the other schemes.

b. Single-Balanced Mixer

The single-balanced mixer consists of a 3-dB coupler, two diodes, and ,:ircuitry to filter th
IF out of thr, appropriate port. It offers the lowest noise figure and low input VSWR. With a quadrature
hybrid, b idwidths up to a decade are possible. The phase relationships in a quadratur- coupler lead to low
LO-to-PF isolation; 6 JB is typical. By using a rat-race or "magic-tee" hybrid, high LO to-RF isolation

(20 dr5 typical) can be achieved. These hybrids in distributed constant form are limited to narrow bands, an
oct',ve being the upper limit. The lumped-constant equivalent, wound on a ferrite core. can cover many
oztaves. With a single-balanced mixer, the IF must be below the RF and LO frequencies. By means of
tiltering, however, very high IFs can be utilized. Another important feature of t*,e singli- balanced mixer is

LO noise cancellation. This is dependent on the hybrid isolation, the diode match, and the load presented
at 51e mixer RF port. Using a quadrature hybrid, 10 to 15 dO of cancellation is possibli. With a rat-race
hybrid, 'his increases an additional 5 to 10 dB. In addition, even-order intermodulation products can be
;uppressed.

c. Double-Balanced Mixer

The double-balanced mixer consists of two cerer-tapped 3.dB in-phase hybrids or
transformers that are ioineui together with a circuit consisting of four diodes in either a bridge or a rini
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form. The LO signal is fed to the primary of one transformer while the RF signal is fed to the primary of the

other transformer. The symmetry of the mixer, rather than filtering, isolates the IF from the other frequencies;

therefore, the IF, RF, and LO bands may overlap. This symmetry tends to suppress ever.-urder and odd-order

interm dulation products (2 X 2. 3 X 3. etc.). Both of these proper:ies ate dependent ors the actual con-
struction and vary considerably between different models.

The main advantages of a double-balanced mixer, as compared with, a single-balanced mixer,

are higher LO-to-RF isolation (20 to 30 dB. depending on the operating frequency), higher LO noise suppres-

sion, suppression of even or odd intermodulation products, and no IF filtering. The main disadvantages of a
double-balanced mixer, as compared with a single-balanced mnixer, are high input VSWR, higher conversion
loss, higher LO power drive and incompatibility with microstrip or stripline techniques.

d. Image-Reject Mixer

The image-reject mixer incorporates a pair of balanced mixers (single-balanced or double-

balanced), two RF hybrid and one IF hybrid. The RF is fed through a quadrature hybrid while the LO is

fed through an equal-phase power divider. The IF outputs are combined :n an IF quadrature hybrid. The

response due to the upper sideband appaars at one output pori of the 5,- hybrid, while the response due to

the lower sideband appears at the other. Therefo:e the image band noise generated in a microwve preampli-

fier is then suppressed. Also, this type of mixer gives an automatic cancellation of spurious image signals that

may appear at the real IF output without the use of RF bandpass filters at the RF port.

Since either single- or double-balanced mixers can be uc-d in the design of an image-reject

mixer, their respective advantages and disadvantages are the same as those of single-balanced and double-

balanced mixers discussed above.

4. Transmitter Concepts

Thete are chiefly four types of transmitter concepts applicable to beacon transponders. These

concepts are shown diagramatically in Figure IV-4. One block common to these various schemes is that of a

microwave source or OSC. Designs of microwave source or OSC will be discussed sepairately. The detector

circuit shown in Figures IV-(c) and IV-(d) is considered as par. of the transponder receiver. The transmitter

concepts are compared in Table IV-4.

Transmitters in Figures IV-4(a) and (b) are instantaneous types, while those in Figures IV-4(c)

and (d) are delay types. The ideal tran.mitter design goals are to use a system that has minimum circuits,

high elficiencies, conserves dc power, has no delay, has no expensive state-of-ihe-art solid-state devices, and

does not depend on breakthroughs in technology. The system in Figure IV-4(c) satisfies all the goals excei.

the one concerning delay. We consider-d this system for detailed design and breadboard at Ku-band. Results

and details are discussed in the next section. At this point, let us c'nsider the advantagts and disadvantages

of each scheme first.

The transmitter system in Figure IV-4(a) uses an upper-sideband upconverter The solid-state

device used is a v.-zziot r-;ode. Efficiency of 50. at X-band at 10 watts CW output can b4! achieved. At

higher frequenzies. efficiency will drop somewhat. If fl, the intermediate frequency., is low (compared to

the pump frequency fp.1. then overall efficiency is the jwod-.t of the efficiency of the microwave power

source or OSC and the upcon,.rter. "- h.refore at an .,pconverter eff,:iency of 50%, the o~erall efficiency
will be on:-half that of the microwave power source. Pvis is the Ptair, disadvantage. Another disadvantage
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Table IV.4. Comparisnn of AM Transmitters for Beacon Application S

Instantanous

pdean System of System of System of System of
t armtesFigure IV(a) Figure IV(b) Figure IV(c) Figure IV(d)

No. of differentScircuit.s cf sub-2323

csystems

Effic-ency Fair Good Excellent Very Good

Conerv.ti01 or Yes for Cass
dc power C Operation

is t r ri hvh lNo for Direct des Ny

Gcnerpt;on

Instantaneous I snstantaneous Instantaneous Deay Delayor del3y

No. of expensve
active solidsoate 2 w i
devices used

Cos Mdium High Low Medium

is that Varactor diodes have the sf limiations as the direct-ge erat;on diodes, which are ainly heat

dissipation and trnsfer in heat sinks. T e system in Figure IV-4(a) should be considered primarily for

iqutentaneoustype transpondes. However, such beacon trensponde, could be designed so ihat the dc

power supplies are turned ON once on!y when the ASD radar illuminates the beacon. This would invol

delay period, and some information would be lost during the period when the oscillator is in transient st. e.

Timing circuits could be incorporated to automatically turn the transmitter OFF after a set period of

operation.

The transmitter system in Figure IV-4(b) ues an upper-sideband down-converter (modulator)

that is pumped at a high frequency by the microwave source or OSC. Te output signal from the mixer is
the sum of the pump frequency and the IF signal frequency. To dr'ive the downconverter, low-power RF

signal is required from the microwave source, which is an advantage. Fur low conversion loss (6 dB to 10 d&3)

10 mW CW power would be sufficient. The sum signal is then amplified to a high power level. Class C

transistor amplifiers could be ured for frequencies up to 4.5 GHz so that dc power is conserved. For fre-

quencies greater than 4.5 GHz, transistors are not available; therefore, direct-generation devices such as

IMPATT, TRAPATT, or Gunn can be used. With the present state of technology, these devices require

constant dc current at all times for operation as oscillators or amplifiers; hence dc power cannot be conserved.

The system in Figure IV-4(b) has one main advantag- over the oni . in Figure IV-4(a). Only one

high-power circuit is used instead of two and the efficiency ir. twice as much. This simplifies the ove~rall

heat-sinking problems.

The transmitter system in Figure IV-4(c) is a delay type. The power supplies are turned on and

applied to the microwave source only when the transponder beacon is illuminated ty the ASD rada,. DC
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powei is used only when ASD radar is illuminated. A special pulse-modulator design -s required to turn the

power supplies on and off. Also power supplies should be designed so that switching occurs at fast rise times.

Preliminary investigation shows that fast-switching power supplies can be achieved with cost-effective tran.

sistor and logic circuitry for production models. However, detailed designs need to b! performed.

The advantage of the system in Figure IV-4(c) over that in IV-4(b) is that the dc power supplies

are conserved with the system efficiency approximately the same. It should be pointed out that direct-

generation oscillators generally have more efficiency than amplifiers. Also, the oscillator designs are simpler.

Therefore the system in Figure IV.4(c) has favorable characteristics.

The transmitter system in Figure IV-4(d) is a delay type. It uses an RF modulator instead of the

d.; power-supply modulator used in Figure IV-4(c). It is expected that this type of system will have a faster

response time than that considered in Figure IV.4(c). No dc power is conserved since the microwave source

is on continuously. Attenuation is provided by the RF modulator. The efficiency expected is lower than

that of Figure IV-4(c) because of additional insertion loss expected in the modulator.

Aftet considering the four systems, it appears that the systems in Figures IV-4(b) and IV-4(c)

are the best for production versions of the transmitter. However, we recommend using the system in Figure

IV°4(c) primarily because of low cost, excellent efficiency, and conservation of dc power.

Microwave power-source conceots are shown in Figure IV-5. Frequency stability, frequency of

operation, and output power level will determine the type of system to use. At frequencies up to 4 GHz

transistor oscillators and amplifiers can be used. If stringent frequency stability is required, crystal control

sources will have to be used. Such a system is shown in Figure IV-5(a). The number of doublers or multi-

pliers used would depend on the frequency output and power level. However, it appears that such a concept

will not be cost effective because of the number of components used.

The free-running oscillator and amplifier combination or the single-oscillator scheme [Figure

IV-5(b) or IV-5(c)] are cost-effective techniques and ideal for low-cost beacon transponder applicatio is. If

the -D radar receiver IF bandwidth is large, stringent constraints need not be specified on the stabil ty of

the oscillators.

F. CONCLUSIONS

1. Recommendations Concerning the Type of Mixer Receiver for Low-Cost Beacon rransponder

It appears from the investigations of different types of mixers that a single-balan( !d mixer is

ideal for low-cost beacon receivers. For cost-effective purposes, single-balanced mixer design offer adequate

performance for the least number of components. In addition, single-balanced mixers can be fabricated

easily using micro-strip or stripline techniques when produced in prndurinn nhantlitlec

2. Recommendtions Concerning the Type of Transmitter Concept for Low-Cost B.acon
Transponder

The system shown in Figure IV-4(c) is recommended for utilization in low-cost, high-efficiency

beacon transponders if the fixed delay period through the traismitter can be compensated at the radar sta-

tion and if requirements of frequency stability at the radar receiver are not severe. It is expected that the

ASD radars will have a large IF bandwidth to compensate for a slight drift of the beacon transmitter. To

achieve lcvi cost, weight, and volume, we recommend using a simple transmitter in the beacon transponder

and complex receiver circuitry in the ASD radars.
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V. KU-BAND COOPERATIVE-BEACON-TRANSPONDER DEVELOPMENT

A. GENERAL

A beacon-transponder scheme was selected for development and breadboard tabrication based on the
theoretical conceptual designs and goals discussed in Section IV. The objective of this development was to
show the feasibility of a low-cost, all-solid-state cooperative beacon transponder that could be used for
target-enhancement purposes for a range of 5 miles in conjunction with an existing ASD radar.

After careful consideration ell the type and performance specifi.,,un of the beacon transponder, it
was decided to develop a system that would be compatible with the .,.5.dB NF ASD (T.I.) radar, and similar
in performance to the transmitting system discussed in Section IV (refer to Figure IV-4(c) and T3ble IV-4

for details]. RF power output requirements for the beacon transponder are 3.3 watts maximum for a range
of 5 miles and 16 mm/hr of rain (worst case) with system probability of detection of 0.95. One double-drift
IMPATT diode oscillator circuit could satisfy this power requirement. Beacon-transponder receiver sensitivity
requirements are also low for the ASD (T.I.) radar. Sensitivities of -46.7 dBm and -36.3 dBm are required

for a range of 5 miles, 16 mm/hr of rainfall and clear weather, respectively (see Table IV-2 for the calcula-
tions). In order to maintain an SNR ratio of 13.8 dB and probability of dtection of 0.95, the noise level
must be -60.5 dBm for 16 mm/hr rainfall and -50.1 dBm for clear weather. To achieve the sensitivity for
5 mile range and 16 mm/hr rainfail (worst case), a mixer pumped with a local oscillator is necessary. Again
since the objectives here are to show the basic principles of the beacon-transponder design concepts, a
receiver was developed using a diode detector with a lower sensitivity, -43 dBm tangential sensitivity,

SNR = 4 dB, and video bandwidth of 100 MHz (for calculations see IV-E-2.). It is recommended that the
more advanced mix.r type of receiver be considered !n other future developments and for the production
model of a beacon transponder.

One reason for selecting an ASD (T.I.) radar for a beacon transponder anplication was that a develop-
ment radar system at 14.5 GHz is presently being ie,.J-tested at Los Angeles International Airport (LAX).
DJuring the planning stages it was thought that the breadboard bnacon transponder developed on this pro-
gram could be field tested in the future on other contracts. Comparison of the performance of active

zagt-enhancemnt techniques "" I h praiJaS o , "r'-ecl could Us IUa30.

In the following sections, design details of all the components in the beacon transponder developed at
14.5 GHz are shown and discussed.

B. CONCEPTUAL DESIGN

A uIocK diagram of a solid-state cooperative beacon transponder is shown in Figure V-i. The important

features of this design are:

0 One antenna system is utilized, simplifying the antenna design. Transmitter and receiver are
combined via a circulator or diplexer. A circulator was selected for ease in fabrication;however,

Tor production models a diplexer will be used.
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All-solid-state design

- A high-power IMPATT diode oscillator is used in the transmitter.

- A detector or a mixer pumped with a Gunn diode oscillator can be used in the receiver.
For low cost and limited range (2.5 miles) in clear weather, a detector is used with SNR of

13.8 dB. For 5 mile range or more and 16 mm/hr of rain with SNR ratio of 13.8 dB, a

mixer scheme can be used in the receiver for additional sensitivity. In our transponder a

detector was selected for ease of design.

A high-gain video amplifier with limiting capability is used to amplify the detected pulses.

In the limiting mode the amplifier was designed to minimize pulse envelope distortion for

any false triggering of the logic gate. Such a limiting scheme allows the utilization of the

beacon transponder at close and far range from the ASD radar.

* The design of (he various components in the system allows the use of microwave integrated

circuits and hybrid integrated-circuit techniques. Such techniques are useful for large production

at low cost.

* Low-cost digital techniques are applied for processing, gating, isolation between receiver and

transmitter, and pulse shaping instead of analog techniques. Digital techniques are used where
size, volume, and uniformity in circuit design are necessary.

I Input received pulsed RF signals and output transmitted pulsed RF signals in the transponder

are synchronized without any change in repetition rate, pulsewidth, or duty cycle in the

envelope. This is important for the airport surface-detection (ASD) or surveillance radars where

distances or identification of the location is obtained from the envelope and delay-time informa-

tion of the various signals received at the radar. Delay through the transponder is constant and

can be taken into consideration in the radar processing and memory unit.

S An R F switch is operated in time sequence after the IMPATT diode oscillator is operating in a

steady-state condition. This control is maintained by the rrm.mory logic. This design adaptation
is useful because rise and fall times of the output pulsed RF signal from the transponder are

strictly dependent on the RF switch operation. A state-of-the-art fast RF switch is superior to

the design of the fast pulsed IMPATT diode oscillators. To obtain fast rise times, an IMPATT

diode oscillator and voltage- and current-shaping networks are necessary in the pulse drivers. The

matching network of the IMPATT diode oscillator depends on the pulse duration and repetition

rate that cause thermal heating of the diode junction. To overcome such problems, we have

avoided using high-accuracy and sophisticated drivers for the IMPATT diode oscillator. To con-

serve in the dc power consumption, the IMPATT diode oscillator is also pulsed 3t the same

repetition rate but with a much larger pulsewidth. The RF switch operates after the IMPATT

diode has settled down to a steady-state condition. The only disadvantage of the RF switch is
in the extra insertion Ioss, which decreases the overall efficiency of the system. In prodiction-

type models, the switch can be eliminated and IMPATT diode oscillators with current shaping

networks can be used.
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C. DETAILED DESIGN

1. IMPAT Diode Oscillator

a. General

Various designs of IMPATT diode oscil!ators were investigated for application in the

beacon transponders at Ku-band (14.5 GHz). Two different designs were selected as being most applicable
for the beacon-transponder breadboard. These are a low-Q coaxial, fixed-tuned IMPATT diode circuit and

a high-Q waveguide fixed-tuned IMPATT diode circuit.

Low-Q oscillators have their primary use in applications where the frequency stability and
noise characteristics of the diode can be controled by injpetinn nh_.lnInking techniques. However, for the

breadboard beacon transponder we considered, no injection locking techniques were applied primarily
because our joals were to design low-cost circuits. The realizatior of a low-Q (10 to 30), fixed-tuned

IMPATT oscillator is a straightforward matter. The most important design requirement is proper transfor-

mation of the transmission-line impedance of 50 ohms down to the required load impedance for optimum

diode performance as an oscillator. There are a number of techniques that can be used to do this. The two
simplest techniques are the use of a quarter-wave transformer with characteristic impedance Zt <50 ohms
and the use of a shunt capacitor CL in front of the diode.

As a second possibility for the beacon-transponder oscillator, a high 0, waveguide fixed-

tuned IMPATT diode circuit was considered. Two different high-Q circuit designs were investigated. One
design consisted basically of a coaxial oscillator that is strongly coupled to a high-0 waveguide resonator.

The waveguide resonator is in turn coupled by an iris to the load. Mechanical construction and diode-match-
ing techniques are complex as compared to the low-0 coaxial circuit design. The second design of a high-Q
IMPATT diode that was investigated consisted of a rectangular waveguide shorted at one end and with a
diode inserted in the center at ?,g/2 cm away from the short. This oscillator concept, because of its simpli;city,

is well suited to applications where cost is at, important factor. However, the disadvantages are that the
design principles for this oscillator arc less well known than for the low-0 coaxial oscillators. Also, the

matching networks at the diode terminals are somewhat complex.

It was determined that the low-Q coaxial, iixed-tuned IMPATT diode circuit should be
used for- the breadboard beacon transponder because there are more test data and design techniques available

and also because our designs could lend themselves :o microstrip or stripline fabrication techniques for
production units. In 3ddition. the diode parameters have been specified in this type of circuit by the

commercial manufactuter.

A simple IMPATT oscillator circuit is shown in Figure V-2. Basic oscillator theory stdtCs

",;o oscillation will occur if, at some freqiency, the total load impedance connected to the IMPATT diode

,s the negative of the diode impedance. The efficiency and power from the oscillator depend greatly on the
selection of the diode and the matching network.

b. Equivalent Circuit of IMPATT Diode Chip

An equivalent circuit for the IMPAT diode chip can be described simply as a series resist-

ance RD in series with a capacitve reactance XD . Included in RD is the unavoidable parasitic series resistance

RS. contributed by the contacts. and the undepleted portion of the N region. There are four important
properties in an IMPATT diode equivalent circuit that must be considered in the oscillator design. First,

the magnitune of the net negdtive resistance RD is usually much smaller than that of XD, the reactance.
Consequently. the magnitude of the chip impedance is approximately XD. Second, for most cases of
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FIGURE V-2 SIMPLE IMPATT DIODE OSCILLATOR CIRCUIT

interest. XD can be approximated with sufficient accuracy by the reactance of the junction (chip)capacitaicc
at the breakdown voltage. This capacitance is denoted by Ci(Vb), where Vb is the reverse voltage. Cj can
be measured and used in the matching network design. Third, values of the net negative resistance are
generally small compared to the c-cuit transmission-line impedances. Typical values are in the vicinity of
several ohms. This puts a great L ,nstraint on the mechanical tolerances ancl contact resistance specification
in the circuits before the diode. Therefore, fabrication techniques have to be controlled for repeatable
results in different circuits. The fourth property is the behavior of the IMPATI diode negative resistance
with signal level. The magnitude of RD varies with the drive signal level. In fact, it decreases with increasing
drive signal level. In addition to the variation with signal level the magnitude of RD also varies with dc bias
current and junction temperature. Therefore, to maintain stable oscillation, the relationship in the oscillator
circuit, ZD + Xp + RI = 0. .ust be satisfied at all times. Since the chip is mostly capacitive, the external
load must be inductive; the real part of the load resistance must be in the range of seeral ohms, and more
specifically must be less than the maximum value of IRDI. If these conditions are satisfied, oscillations will
build uo in the circuit at a frequency for which XD = -XL. The oscillations will continue to build up until
RL + RD = 0; this is a stable operating point.

c. Packaged Diode Equivalent Circuit

The diode chip equivalent circuit is considerably modified by the presence of the varr-tor
package parasitic reactances. Up to now, we have been discussing the properties of the chip itself, but in
microwave circuit design the entire packaged diode must be considered. To a good approximation, the
package can be described by two reactive elements - a series inductance, and a shunt capacitance.

The complete packaged IMPATT diode equivalent circuit is shown in Figure V-3. The
exact values of Lp and Cp vary somewhat from one package style to another. Typical values for the
Hewlett-Pac kard Style 46 package end-mounted in 7-mm coax are 0.3 nH and 0.4 pF, re-lectively. The
value of Lp is affected drastically by the microwave circuit surrounding the diode - this fact can be usec to
tune an oscillator.

d. Selection of IMPATT Diode

Different types of Ku-band IMPATT diodes were considered for the oscillator designs. A
" z'ber of dode manutacturers were contacteo to discuss the ailadability and test data on high-power pulsed
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FIGURE V-3 IMPATT DIODE PACKAGE EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT

IMPATT diodes. The diode manufacturers contacted were Raytheon Co., Walzham, Mass.; Microwave
Associates, Burlington, Mass.; and HPA Labs., Palo Alto, Calif. The IMPATT diodes that we have selected
are double-drift type made by Hewlett-Packard (Part No. 5082-0757, Package 46). Double-drift IMPATT
diodes are capable of providing high peak pulse power at maximum efficiency. The HP 5082-0757 diode
was designed for optimum performance at 16 GHz. It was determined that this diode operating dn a similar

circuit at 14.5 GHz would experience a degradation in efficiency to 5% and the peak power output would
drop to 5watts. Inquiry was made concerning the availability of double-drif t diodes fabricated for optimum
performance at 14.5 GHz with performance characteristics similar to those of the 16 GHz diodes. HP indi-
cated that none were available but that they could be fabricated. However, the development costs were
prohibitive and the delivery schedules were not acceptable for this contract. Therefore, it was decided to

use the 16.0Hz diodes in a 14.5-GHz circuit arnd accept the degradation in performance. This particular
diode provides 7 to 8 watts peak power, a pulsewidth of 800 ns, and a duty cycle of 25% at 16 0Hz with
an efficiency of 10%. The dc pulse voltage required at 14.5 GHz is expected to be 80 to 100 volts maximum.
This, therefore, set the upper limit in the dc voltage required from the pulse. The diode package was
selected such that the parasitics are low and the self -resonance frequency is above the operating frequency.

e. Low-O Coaxial Fixed-Tuned IMPATT Diode Oscillator

A circuit schematic of a low-0 coaxial fixed-tuned IMPATT diode oscill. !or is shown in
Figure V-4. It consists of an isolator, a bias tee, a matching transformer, and an IMPATT diode. The iso-
lator is inserted in the output circuit to prevent the diode from burning out if the output load is suddenly

disconnected in the presence of dc currents to the diode. The bias tee is required to block the dc current
from the output load a.%,d to apply dc current and pulsed voltage signals to the diodo. The matching
transformer is used to match the 50-ohm output load to the diode impedance, which is generally of the
order of 4 to 6 ohms at 14.5 0Hz. This oscillator will oscillate at a fixed-tuned frequency determined by
the overall microwave circuitry of the matching network, the diode impedances, and any other parasilics
due to the mechanical assembly or cavity around the diode. Such a circuit configuration could be fabricated
by using either coaxial or MIC techniques. Since diode impedances for the coaxial circuits were available
from HP, we aecided to fabricate a low-Q coaxial oscillator in a 7-mm line. However, for low-cost production
units, MtC techniques are applicable and are recorr. rided.
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Fabrication of the oscillator circuit was based on the information supplied by HP

concerning their 16-GHz oscillator and on ihe details shown in HP applications note 935. Different

trans~ormers with varying lengths and diameters, collets and spacers were fabricated so the oscillator

performance at the required frequency can be maximized. The induct3nce Lp varies depending on the

dimension of the cavity that is around is:. By varying the recess in the collet of the diode holder, an

inductan.e can be varied from 0.3 nH at zero recess to 0.17 nH for a recess of 20 miles.

A number of ways of mounting the diode in the microwave circuit were investigated.

Figure V 5 shows a structure provides a good heat-flow path to a heat sink and low-resistance electrical

colviacts The collet-clamp-sleeve arrangement is suitable for end.mounting diodes in coaxial circuits and

provides a low cost bread-aoa.d where quick interchangeability of diodes is desirable. The diode holder

assembly was destqned to consist of a diode collet for gripping the heat-sink end of the diode, a sleeve

into which the diode collet is inserted, a knurled nut that pulls the collet tightly into the sleeve, and a clamo

Designs of the bias tee and the isolator were investigzted also. These are standaid

designs and are commercially available. The bias tee was of particular interest because relaxation or

spurious oscillations can occur at much lower frequencies in the bias circuit if the impedance of the

bias circuit as seen by the diode is low at the spurious frequency. A bias tee was selected that had

low VSWR (1.3 maximum) and insertion loss (0.3 dB maximum) at the RF ports anu high cutoff fre-

quency (8 GHzi at the t,ios port to pass pulse vnltages to the IMPATT diode without degradation.

Therefore. low cap3citance reactances to ground were avoided at tie bias port. The isolator was

selected to have low VSWR (K 1.3 maximum) and low insertion loss (0.5 dB maximum), and medium

isolation of 20 dB minimum at the operating frequency. The output power from th-' oscillator is

expected to oe lower because of the losses in the bias circul' and the isolator.
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2. Diode-Detector Receiver Design

The breadboard receiver consisted of a diode detector and a pulse amplifier followed by a logic

gae circuit. The maximum range at which the breadboard beacon transponder can be placed from a radai

with characteristics equivalent to those of the ASD (T.A.) radar depends on th', maximum teceiver soisitivetly

Ihe %.eistvitv ol thticeivL1 tlpen!L on the tzotetijil sensitivity ol the dieucto. ThL'eltie. , i-eww o

rwdil ble detwILcos Wds mxle.

a. Selection of Diode Detector

A tunnel diode detector Model No. DOM 208 made by Aertech, 825 Stewart Drive,
Sunnyvale California was selected for the breadboard beacon receiver. ,The tunnel diode detector selected

is matched over a broad bandwidth without resistive loading. This provides excellent sensitihity and flat

response. The dynamic video resistance of the diode is in the order of 100 ohms and is ve,r) suitable for

wideband video signals. Some of the other chief advantages of the tunnel dicde detectoi include ;tmpera-

ture stability and wide dynamic range.

The specifications for Aertech Model No. DOM 208F are as fo!lws:

* Frequency range: 12-18 GHz

* Open-circuiR voltage

sensitivity (K): 400 mV/mW

* Figure of Merit

(M = ) 40

where

RV - Video resistance of detector.
in ohms

" Flatness: -0.5 dB

* Inpu2 VFWR: 2.0

* Video capacitance (CV): 7 pF

* Video Bandwidth

(I
2W RCv where R 5J ohms) 400 MHz

0 Tangential sensitivity: -48 dBm (Min)

[Video amplifier ,&-F 2dB

Video band vidh 2 MHz
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In the following paragraphs, results of calculations based on the characteristics of the

above detector are reported for the breadboard beacon receiver'sensitivity, detector loss, pulse amplifier

gain, and range. It is assumed thist the system probability of detection at the beacon receiver is 0.95,

which corresponds to an SNR of 13.8 dB, and the radar characteristics are equivalent to those of ASD (T.I.)

radar.

b. Sensitivity

The tangential sensitivity of -48 dBm for the Aertech tunnei diode detector Model 208F
is for a video bandwidth of 2 MHz and video amplifier noise figure of 2 dB. The actual TSS of the tunnel

diode detector in the breadboard beacon receiver will be decreased to -38.5 dBm because the video band-
width necessary to maintain the detected pulse shape is 50 MHz and the noise figure of the pulse amplifier

following the diode detector is 7 dB. To maintain a system SNR of 13.8 dB with the Aertech diode

detector, the minimum detectable signal will be -28.7 dBm (S = -4 + 13.8 - 38.5 = -28.7). Therefore, the

maximum target range will be equal to 2.25 miles in clear weather and 1.55 miles in 16 mm/hr of rain for

the ASD radar (4.5 dB NF).

c. Detector Loss

The open-circuit voltage sensitivity of the Aertech Model No. DOM 208F tunnel diode

do,.tector is 4C0 mV/mW. When the detector video output has a load of 50 ohms the sensitivity drops to
100 mV/mW. Peak power to the detector is 1 mW, the output peak power in a load of 50 ohms will be

0.2 mW. This is equivalent to a loss of 7 dB. In practice the loss is in the range of 6 dB to 10 dB, depend.
ing on the power input to the detector.

d. Pulse-Amplifier Gain

Assuming that the tunnel diode detector loss is 10 dB (worst case), the minimum signal

expected at the output of the detector is -38.7 dBm. A pulse amplifier whose gain is 41 dB from dc to 50
MHz is required. This gain is sufficient to provide a minimum peak signal output of 0.4 volts into 50 ohms

load, and is necessary to drive the logic gate. Different companies were contacted regarding a video ampli-

fier that could meet our specification. Avantek, Inc. (Santa Clara, CA) amplifier Model No. AV-3 or AV-5;
and Amplica Inc. (Westlake Village, CA) amplifier Model No. 201-USU are comparable in performance and
cot These amplifiers have a gain ol 30 dB and a video bandwidth of 250 MH7. To satisfy our recluiremens,

two %tuch amplifiers will be cascided with a low-pass filter of 50 MHz bandwidth. A fixed 10.dB pail will

bxe added between the amplifiers to reduce the overall cascaded amplifier gain.

The required dynamic operating range of the cascaded amplifiers depends on the minimum

distance between the beacon transponder and the ASD radar. For purposes of calculation, assume that the
minimum distance between the beacon transponder and the radar will be 1/10 mile, which corresponds to

a signal level of -2 dBm at the beacon receiver. Thus, the dynamic range at the input to the diode detector

,s -2-.7 dm :o -2 JBm - 26.7 dB. If the loss of the detector is constant (10 dB maximum) over the input

signal power range to the detector, then the detected output range will be -12 dBm (maximum) to -38.7
drn mir-.mump. At an input peak power of -12 d3rn, the second amplifier stage may saturate and distort

the ouise. Therefore, a diode limiter will be connected at the output of the first amplifier stege to limit
the input drive. The limiter will cc,. sist o ,arallel-connected hot carrier diode to ground.
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3. Signal-Processing Systems

The functions of the signal-p. ocessing unit shown in the block diagram of the proposed bread-
board beacon transponder (Figure V-1) are:

0 Instantaneously operate a gate on a pulse-to-pulse basis at the output of the beacon

receiver. The gate will be open at all times except when the IMPATT diode oscillator is
turned ON. Also, the gate will be closed for any time period when there are overshoots

or ringing due to the video amplifiers. Amplifiers may be saturated when high leakage

signals from the oscillator are present. In addition, the gate will operate at the same rate

and duration as the received signals.

* Instantaneously operate the current modulator that drives the IMPATT diode oscillator

after the first pulse is received. The pulse duration will be fixed and repeated at the same

rote and duration as the input received signal.
0 Store permanently preset information regarding the pulsewidth of the radar system, the

delay period required to operate the RF switch, and the time sequence for operating the
logic gate after the oscillator is turned off.

6 Operate the RF switch at the output of the oscillator after a fixed delay.

To meet the above system requirements of the beacon transponder, various digital logic schemes

foi signal processing were investigated. A final scheme that was accepted for fabrication and testing is

shown in Figure V.6. The truth table that describes the logical operation of the gate is also shown in this
figure. The main pulse-train waveform that would exist in the processing system is shown in Figure V-7.

The horizontal time scale shown in the filure was arbitrarily selected for design convenience. However,

the design requirements of 450 ns pulsewidth for the current modulator is essential for achieving high
efficiency from the IMPA.TT diode oscillator circuit. Any reduction would also reduce the power.

The important design features that were incorporated in the signal processing are:

* All circuits are T2 L logic compatible including the comparator.

* Threshold level at the input to the comparator can be adjusted to any value for sensitivity

until the SNR approaches unity.

* Fast rise and fall time capability of 10 ns. This requirement is essential for the ASD radar

processor, which uses delay-time arid rise-time information for range calculation.

* Low.cost-circuitry design.

0 Reliable and temperature-insensitive.

0 Low power-drain requirements.

4. Current Modulator for the IMPATT Diode Oscillator

The proposed beacon transponder requires a 2 L logic compatible pulsed bias supply to the

IMPATT diode oscillator. A review of the different types of pulsers was made. The IMPATT diode

oscillator requires a constant-current dc bias source. There exists a fairly complicated interaction between

:he RF and bias port impedances of an IMPATT diode and under certain conditions oscillations in the bias

circuit are possible. The;e can be avoided by proper hias circuit design.
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A transistorized design of a constant-current dc bias source was selected t.at avoids bids-

circuit oscillations. The bias network was designed with a fixed bias of 60 volts and a variable pulse voltage

of 20 to 40 volts in series. A schematic of the network is shown in Figure V-8.

I Cs I

[ I ! I

LOW-I

IMPEDANCE
SOURCE I D1  I

IV 8
VARIABLE T

dc VOLTAGE

f~7 I
I IMPATT
I DIODE

OSCILLATOR

SA-1970-39

FIGURE V-8 PULSE-ADDING BIAS CIRCUIT FOR IMPATT DIODE OSCILLATOR

D. FABRICATED AND PURCHASED PARTS

1. IMPATT Diode Osciliator

The basic parts of the low-Q coaAial IMPATT diode oscillator were fabricated out of tellurium

copper alloy No. 145. Tellurium copper (TeCu) was 4elected as the base material because it has better heat

conductivity than beryllium copper and is ease/ to machine. The complete disassembled oscillator is shown

in Figure V-9 and an assembled unit is shown in Figure V-10. A parts list of the assembly and materials

used in the manufacturing process is shown in Figiue V-5.*

The diode package selected for the oscillator design was HP No. 46. Readers interested in the

mechanical details and diode parasitics can obtain the information by referring to the HP Diode and

Transistor Designers Catalog, September 1972. This particular package offers very low parasitic values and

has a high heat conductivity.

2. Diode Detector Receiver

A standard off-the-shelf tunnel diode detector Model No. DOM 208F was purchased from

Aertech, 825 Stewart Drive, Sunnyvale, California for use as the receiver detector diode.

*See also Hewlett Packard application note 935.
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FIGURE V-1O ASSEMBLED Ku-BAND IMPATT DIODE OSCILLATOR

The pulse amplifier that follows the RF detector was designed to SRI's specifications by

Amplica Inc., Westlake Village, California. Measured data on this unit are as follows (Amplica Amplifier

Model No. 8331 US, Serial No. 101):

* Pulse gain: 32 oB typical

* Noise figure: 5 dB typical

0 Overshoot and ringing
leading edge of pulse 4%

trailing edge of pulse 80% (approximately)

Rise time: 1.5 ns

* Droop: < 1% for 1 ps pulse

* Peak-to-peak pulse output: 3 volts

* Supply voltage: +15 volts dc @ 4! mA

3. Signal-Processing System

A signal-processing system was constructed to meet the design requirements discussed in Section

V-C of this section. A circuit schematic of the processing system ;; shuwit in Figure V-11. Standard off-the-

shelf integrated logic circuits were used and fabricated on an insulating board. Well-known manufacturing

techniques and practices were used for the layout of the circo;it and interconnections. Each integrated cir-
cuit was properly biased, connected, and utilized according to the manufacturers specification.
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4. Current Modulator for the IMPATT Diode Oscillator

Details of the current modulator circuit are given in Figure V-12. A max. num constant current

of 1 amp can be supplied by the pulse modulator to the IMPATT diode circuit. Low pulse voltages (0-30

volts) are added to the high dc bias voltage required by the IMPATT diode. The output-pulse voltage across

a load can be varied by a control voltage at the input. Control voltage is varied from 0 to -10 volts. Low-

voltage transistors and components are used in the constant-current pulse circuit. The pulse circuit is T2 L
logic compatible and fast rise and fall times are possible without degradation.

5. RF Switch

A T2 L logic compatible RF switch (Model No. DM862AH) that satisfied the breadboard beacon-

transponder design requirements was purchased from General Microwave Corporation, Farmingdale, New

York. It has low insertion loss, low VSWR, and fast switching response capability. The characteristics of

the switch are as follows:

" Frequency responses 0.2-18 GHz

* Minimum isolation (dB) 45 dB at 12-18 GHz

IF = 20 mA

* Maximum insertion los (dB) 2.3 dB

VR = -10V

* Maximum VSWR (ON position) 2.2:1

* Switching speed 10 ns

ON to OFF

OFF to ON

* Voltage requirements +15 V at 45 mA

-15 Vat 16 mA

6. Integration

After all the components mentioned in Sections V-D.1 through 5 were individually fabricated

dnd fully tested, an integrated assembly of the breadboard beacon tr&nsponder (Figure V-13) was built

according to the concepual ,ircuit design shown in Figure V-1. The IMPATT diode oscillator and the

diode detector receiver were connected via a low-loss (0.5 dB maximum) circulator (No. 1-35-1450) pur-

chased from Wavecom Industries, Sunnyvale, California. An isolator was connected between the IMPATT

diode oscillator and the RF switch to protect the IMPATT diode from burnout when :he switch is in the

open-circuit mode. The mechanical configuration of the complete breadboard beacon transponder in a
box is shon in Figure V-14. No attempts were made to reduce size in the fabrication process or in the
layout of the components. The object was to get a working compact t--e dboard model to demonstrate the

performance of the system.

E. TEST RESULTS AND DATA

A semiautomatic test setup was designed and assembled to allow simultaneous observation of all the
critical test parameters of the RF components and logic circuits in the breadboard bescon transponder. In

addition, the same test setup can be used to characterize the integrated breadboArd t.. aco.N transponder. A

V.18
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4FwGURE V-13 14.5-GHz SOLID-STATE COOPERATIVE BEACON TRANSPONDER
FOR AIRPORT SURFACE DETECTION (ASD) RADAR
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FIGURE V-14 BREADBOARD BEACON TRANSPONDER IN A BOX

photograph of the test setup is shown in Figure V-15 and a detailed schematic in Figure V-16. The unique

feature of the test setup is that the pulsed RF signals to the beacon transponder simulate actual ASD radar
signals. The pulse--idth, pulse rate, RF frequency, and power levels of the signals to the transponder can be

obseried, analyzed, and compared with the input signals to the transponder. This type of flexible measur-
ing capability offers a means of performing controlled experiments to evaluate and characterize a unit under

test with meaningful results.

Prior to performing tests on the beacon transponder, the overall test setup was calibrated and correc-

tion tables were made. All measured data were then modified, taking the system errors into consideration.

Tests were initially performed on all the individual components in the transponder.

The results of all the important measurements that charact(rize the breadboard beacon transponder

are shown in Figures V-17 through V-23. The content of these figures is summarized in the following:

* Figure V.17 shows a frequency spectrum of the pulsed RF output from the beacon transponder.

This response was observe? on the HP network analyzer. The nulls shown in the figure are sharp and the

nc!upe is very close to the (sin x/x) representation.

* Figure V-18 sl-ows the detected envelope of the RF input to the beacon transponder. The

slight distortion in the envelop was due o the pulse generator driving the RF signal generator.

* Figure V.19 shows the detected envelope of the RF output from the beacon transponder. The

rise and fall times art 10 ns. The pulsewidth of the output pulse is different from that of the input pulse,

however, adjustment can be made to the logic circuit to decrease the pulsewidth of the output pulse to

40 ns.
V.21
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100 MHz/cm

Vertical Scales: log

f- 14.7 GHz Vertical Scales: log

I-I

- 14. G~zVertical Scales: log

TA-656583-69

FIGURE V-17 FREQUENCY SPECTRUM OF OUTPUT PULSED RF SIGNAL FROM THE
Ku-BAND BEACON TRANSPONDER /sin x,'x)
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TA656583-67

FIGURE V-18 DETECTED ENVELOPE OF RF INPUT TO THE BEACON TRANSPONDER

10% POINT

INI

TA-C56W83-68

FIGURE V-19 DETECTED ENVELOPE OF AiF OUTPUT FROM THE BEACON TRAN'S'ONDER
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0 Figuie V-20 shows a fixed delay, through the transponder, of 300 ns between the input and

output signals from the beacon transponder. The delay is dependent strictly on the logic gate

and delay mechanism built into the processor. With minor adjustments, delay can be reduced

to 40 to 60 ns.

* Figure V-21 shows the repeittion period of the input and output detected signals from the

beacon transponder. The input and output signals are synchronized.

0 Figure V 22 shows the current and voltage response of the IMPATT diode oscillator. The pulse'

voltage waveform is superimposed on top of a fixed dc voltage of +63 volts.

* F-gure V.23 shows T 2 L logic pulse-train waveforms at the input and output of the signal-

processing system. Also shown in the above figure is the detected leakage pulse due to the

IMPATT diode oscillator. Although the leakage signal is present at the input to the gate, it can

be seen that there are no effects to the current modulator signal or to the delayed signal to the

RF switch.

Measurements were also performed on the dynamic range of the receiver by varying the input-signal

power level to the transponder. Lowest power level measured at the input to the beacon transponder was

-42 d8m. At this level, output from the transpotider was stable. The upper limit measu:ed was 0 dBm.

This corresponded to the maximum available power from the test equipment. The receiver has a self-built

limiting feature that could stand very high power levels without damage. Limiting factors are the breakdown

limits of the diode detector in the beacon receiver.

1 Cperating Voltage and Current Requirements

During the dev-iopment of the beacon transponder no attempts were made to reduce or simplify

the requirement of the j, power-supply system. As a result, different dc voltages were used, as follows.

-11 volts, current drain 1 mA

+36 volts, current drain 10 mA

+63 volts, current drain 1 mA

+15 volts, current drain 250 mA

-15 voits, current drain 15 mA

+5 volts, current drain 150 mA.

Total dc po., r consumption is approximately 5 to 6 watts.

2 Efficiency of IMPATT Diode Oscillator

The total pulse voltage requirement of the double.drift IMPATT diode w3s +78.5 volts. The

pulse current 'equirement was 0.9 amps. The peak power output from the IMPATT oscillator measured at

a frequenci of 14.7 GHz was 4.8 watts. Therefore the efficiency of the IMPATT diode oscillator is approx

imately Po. This is lower than the expected efficiency of 10%.

3. Output Power from Beacon Transponder

Owing to losses in the biasinq network at the output of the IMPATT diode oscilatoi and iso-

lators, the maximum available peak powe output from the beacon transponder actually achieved was 2.4

watts This power level -s sufficient for a maximum target enhancement range of 4 miles in 16 mm/hr rain

with a probability of detection of 0.95 if a T.I. ASD radar with receiver noise cf 4.5 dB is used.
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INPUT
DETECTED
ENVELOPE

OUTPUT
DETECTED
ENVELOPE

FIGURE V-20 DELAY BETWEEN INPUT AND OUTPUT PULSED RF SIGNALS
TO THE BEACON TRANSPONDER

INPUT
DETECTED
ENVELOPE

OUTPUT
DETECTED
EN;VELOPE

FIGURE V-21 REPETITION RELATIONSHiP OF INPUT AND OUTPUT PULSED RF SIGNALS

TO THE BEACON TRANSPONDER
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DIODE CURRENT
Vertical Scale: 500 mA/cm

DIODE VOLTAGE
Vertical Scal&: 20 V/cm

TA-M6188334

FIGURE V-22 :MPATT DIODE OSCILLATOR CURRENT AND VOLTAGE
RESPCNSE

OUTPUT OF DETECTOR 5V/i

INPUT SIGNAL TO 5/i
* LOGIC GATE

OUTPUTU SIGNLOT
IMPAPAT DIODEE

CURRENT MODULATOR

OUTPUT DELAYED
SIGNAL TO 2 V/div
RF SWITCH

'SA- 1970-45

FIGURE V-23 LOGIC-PULSE-TRAIN WAVEFORMS AT THE INPUT AND OUTPUT
OF S!G,%JAL-PI-IOCESSING SYSTEM
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F. CONCLUSIONS

The characteristics of the cooperative beacon transponder are tabulated in Table V-1. In this table the
designed and measured results are compared. All the design goals wert achieved except the power output.

The power output was slightly low (2.4 watts instead of 3.3 watts) because of excessive losses in the output

ii ih lati an % . :Ai R? til :h(. 111 %iead of 2.8 4111) andI loweri ell iciency (if till. I MPIA I T dicxfr! o)WiI iti u(..

tilit Ifhe ele:t ivie 1,1 .idid p ear~k puwei .ivailible will b e i:tasiec g eaitei tliairi 3.3 w~ir is. fluit itweivi-i

sensitivity was slightly better than the theoretical because the noise figure of the video amplifier used was

Based on a transmitted peak power of 2.4 watts from the beacon t~anspoi ocr, ih~e maxiinumn range to
the ASO radar achievable is 3.5 miles in 16 mm/hr of rainfall and greater than 5 miles in cle~r .veather. By

ieduct -n of losses in the RF switch and isolator, more power can be ac. ie%-' 1 
.. , :he ojtptai of the trans-

ponder. Based on the beacon -transponder receiver sensitivity of -30 dB. .i, !'1 .r.aximum r.A..ge from the

ASD radar achievable is 1.60 miles in 16 mm/hr of rainfall and 2.5 mile-. in litdr weather.

The dynamic range of the RIF power input is from -42 dBm (nois -Ivel) o 0 d8m. The lower limit

is set by the diode detection noise level. The upper limit is arbitrary an -r ;..e-:nts the available power
from the test equipment.

V-29
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- ;uV. : o.operative Beacon Transpon.4-

~ .. ~e:-:~Desi; :. Measured

qu. cy 14.5 14.7 GHz Can be set oany frequen~cy,

dependtnc on the des:~ci r,:
I cavity in 'he oscillator.

r.~..2t~50 ns 501ns 35 ns minimum. Maximum
value dep'!nd- or. IMPATT

diode circjit.

')L ~)N 3.3 W 2.4 W Higher pover ;eCve.s can oC

obtained dJepenc'ing or.
IMVPATT liode circuit usir.;
multiple ciodes.

P R: 15 0. 5 k H. 15 t0.5 kHz 15 t0.5 k.-lz. Variable; ;hw.

parametei is no; critical.

300 ns 300 ns 40 ns minimum. Max imujm
value vari.ible.

Rec..ver

freq~.ency . 14.3 GHz 12-18 G Hz 12-18 G~i-z. can be set to ar
frequenc .

V~n-u- iezcctable -42.5 diBm -42 dBm lntermittnt output signai
power Ievt:. from the :as'iur

Sernsitiv -,y .'.n-28 dBm -30 dBm 1-30 dBm. For higher
SNR 9 S 8 selectivit , use mixer receivc-

~ ~ ..:V of

i :e. ar. ,widt-h 50 MHz 50 MHz 50MVHz niaximrnum lir- :eL.

by logic c rcuit bandvvi..thj.
Selectablc for larger b-aw.
widlths by usinq high."

Icircuits.

None None 2.2 dB fo sampit- aip.,

*'. cii spec,:iec. . wa-.s m.aximum No attem.)to were ma.x~:z
reduce dc power consu..
lion or design a power
supply lf*APATT oicioe

oscillator draws power 3n1\,
x (luring the pulse perioG



VI. STATE OF THE ART IN SOLID-STATE-DEVICE CAPABILITY

A. GENERAL

The performance and cost of a beacon transponder operating at any frequency depend greatly on the

active devices used in the designs. The complexity of the beacon receiver or the transmitter can be reduced
if high-quality solid state devices are used. As advances are made in semiconductor technology, lower-noise

diodes or FET's will be availabie for receiver designs and high-power diodes or bipolar transistors will be

available for transmitter designs. In the following subsection, the performance of state of the art solid-state
devices for receivers and transmitters are reviewed.

B. SOLID-STATE DEVICES - DIRECT-GENERATING

1. General

All solid-staie devices used for direct generation have performance limitations, the first and most

fundamental is an electronic one resulting from the material properties of finite breakdown fields and
carrier velocity limitations. This limit also applies to Gunn, LSA, and transistor devices.

The electronic limit can be expressed as1 ,2

KPX
f

2

where

P Maxlimm p)vvt deliver.ble

X Divic' mi,-liii e

I Optimum Ocip-fdtillo flequeiicy

K Constent applicable to each type of device.

From this equation it can be seen that the power from the device would scale as 1/f2 due to the

electronic limitdtion. The secuid effect is known as the frontier effect. This effect is kiue to technoloqical

advan ement. The frequer.. , at which the frontier effect begins to limit the available power generally
increases as improvements are made in such factors as dopiny profiles and electrode qeometty.

The third limitation is a thermal one. The low-frequency limitatior if the CW 'ltvice t,!nds
to he thermal.

The t'xiste nce of these three limiting factors makes it difficult to compare vc. . different d -vices
on an e ,al )asiS. A practical thermal limit is movable oy redefining the device geometry or by *mpr)v nq

the heat diipation characteristics. Frontier limitations are removed as better design and pruduction

tecl-niques are developed.
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2 Bulk-Effect Diodes

Bulk-effect diodes made their debut in 1963 when J.B. Gunn of IBM first reported ,,n microwave

oscillations of currents in III.V semiconductors. Unlike conventional junction devices that are i, ed for
ItAPATT% ,ml TRAPATT%, th,%v diodes have an active region of hulk semiconduetoi (,istially (;.A%)

l 1h11' 111.1 doi =t.% lilt 1 Im'litllli, ,I 1is Itlleti|l{ll to (JUllela tl llllt'.l0VW~lV 11OWC1l. W heil l 1h(1 l)ed m ail - 1.l1 ,%

lit: I l.:m.er la 01.i l l' laiyer'i m' i t it 1 .It the Iegative telmillalil l ald pI)OpMdg ts till Ough the alte i il

Two ba+ic operating modes are used in bulk-effect diode circuits. They are domain and

LSA modes.1In the domain mode. the charge layer is allowed to mature, forming a highly concen'rated

domain of propagation charge. By co *,rol of the formation of this charge, a limited space-charge accJmula-
tion LSA mode exists, yielding high pulse powers and efficiencies when compared with domain-mode

circuit 3,4

3. IAPATT Diodes

A review of IMPATT diodes was nitiated to determine their applhcablity for providing necessary

power for a beacon transponder in D. E. I. J, or K-bands. In this study, a literature search was made and
also various manufacturers were contacted

Figure VI -I shows the results reported in the literature of some of the best output powe s
1obtained in a laboratory environment) as a function of frequency for IMPATT diodes.5 - 9 Results to. both

CW and pulsed operation are shown Data on GaAs diodes and double-drift silicon diodes are included. Of

particular interest for transponder applications are the results for comme-cially available pulse IMPATT

devices at 10. 16. 24. and 35 G)z. These are values quoted to SRI by Hewlett-Packard in a priv. te

communication, the devices are not necessarilV available to the public at present.

There :s usually a time lag between reports of device capability in the literature and the com-

mercial availability of solid-state devices with similar characteristics. Hewlett.Packard Associates was asked
to provide the characteristics of avalanche diodes that are or soon could be available to SR!. The results

they quoted are shown in Figure VI-1 and are also summarized in Table VI-1.

Table VI.I Peak Power From Hewlett-Packard IMPATT Diodes

F 1 Duty Cycle Pulse Width P (Peak) 21

(GHz) ' ,percent) (ps) (watts) (percent)

10 10 < 8 10 - 12

16 10 <8 5
25 10 < 8 4 (Est.)

2 35 10 < 8 3 (4 I
Curves of 1If 2 for both s~hcon and GaAs IMPATT devices are shown in Figure VI-1. The

silicon devices have a larger power mpedance product than the GaAs devices althr,,jgh the GaAs devices

are usually more efficient

At higher frequencies (above 60 GHz) the output power tends to drop at a rate faster than the
I f2 curve for silicon IMPATTs would predict. This departure is not necessarly related to any fundamental

limitation but is due to a lag in the device and circuit technology at the higher frequencies

V1-2
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At lower frequencies a third limit on device operation becc.mes dominant. This limit is a thermal

one aicd depends on the heat-dissipation properties of the device and associated heat sink. The devices are

qeiencilly capabe of hailillii. hiqhet powers than cart be thermally disstpaled. Tui% is evidenced hy ihe

1i111-" Iwi.1i 4,livially Ih lhwiiI the 1/f2 curve, while the CW powers d.of) Ilohw siht curve at lowe

The .esull% of Fiqjuie VI-; show that the following peak pulse powers aic consistent with the
/f 2 curve for the best results observed in laboratory environments:

Frequency Peak Pulhe Power
(GHz) (Watts)

10 25

16 9

25 4

35 2

4. TRAPATT Diodes

A review of the literature was also made to determine the state of the art of TRAPATT, or

h'Ih.efficiency-mode. avalanche diodes. These devices are characterized by high peak powers, high efficient y

- 60%) and pulse operation. Recent research by various organizations has also been directed to

obtaining CW operation. Usually the output power ind efficiency decrease appreciably for CW devices,

however.

Figure VI-2 surmmarizes some of the laboratory results reported to date in the literature. These

devices also exhibit the same three limitations discLssed briefly for IMPATT diodes. From Figure VI-2 it is
evident that the TRAPATT devices are essent.311y limited (at present) to operation below 10 GHz. There

have been a few reports of operation at higher freauencies. but the state of the art in these de/ices is at

X-band and below. One reason for :his fact is that the TRAPATT operation requires control of the circuit

impedances as seen by the av.alanche diode at the harmonics of the fundamental frequency. Control of these

impedances at the higher frequencies is difficult. Also, the dimensions of the diode depletion region become

very small for high-frequency TRAPATT devices, and improved technology is required. The TRAPATT

devices may have potential (ste Figtre VI-2) for higher peak powers above S-band than IMPATT devices,

but the state-of-the-art development of IMPATT devices for K-band is considerably advanced over that for

TRAPATT devices.

5. Gunn Diodes

After reviewing the varicus articles and publications on Gunn diodes, an up to-date performance

capability was determined. As a summai,- for this investugation, maximum power levels with respect to
frequency reported on the Gunn (iodes have been plotted in Figure IV-3. The mean performance 1/f2

relationship for the 1971 state of the art on Gurnq diodes has been plotted in the same figure Also, the 1/f2

relationship projected by J.D Adams 10 for 1975 Gunn diodes has been plotted for comparison with the
1973 diode capabilities anti for reference purposes.

It can be seen from Figure VIe3 that Gunn diodes are capable of producing 0.19 watts CW at

40 GHi ar'j 0 12 watts CW at 50 GHz. 11 This agrees with a projection made by J.D. Adams. 10 Therefore

it is vef likely that in the next "wo years. diodes will be available that will generate 3 watts CW at 10 GHz.

V1 4
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At the frequencies of interest for the application of ASD raojrs, it has been demo-.rated in tie

laboratories that Gunn diodes can presently produce the following powers (Figure VI-3,.

Frequency (GHz) CW (W) Pulse (W)

16.5 0.4 4

24 0.175 2

35 o.1 1

Literature and advertisement= Ly various companies macing Gunn diodes were also reviewed.

Some of the diodes available commercially are listed in Table VI-2.

Table VI-2. Performance of Commercial Gunn Diodes

I Power Efficienzy Frequery
__Manufacturer Model Output (percent) (GH:j

Alpha DGB-6204A 200 mW CW 2 16.5

MA MA-49114 250 mW W - 16.5

MA MA-49168 100 mW CW - 24

MA MA-491?3 50 mWW C%- 30

MA MA-49265 4 W Pulse - 16.5

Litton LS- 1431 250 mW CW 3 16.5

A few Gunn diode manufacturers were contated regarding the performances of such diodes.

The information ob'ained from them is as follow-

* Varm.in Associates, Palo Alto. California. makes Guno diodes but the;r power output ievels

3re of the order of 20.nW at X-b.r-d

* Litton Industriev Ltd. San Carlos. California. ha, leveloped a circuit :hat- uses four Gunn

diodes that can ,r.,duce 750 mW to 1000 mW CW at 16.5 GH, Cost of such diodes is
S250 each when ordered in wrnall quantities. When ordered in quantities of more than

100. the cost is S125 each

" Not many commercial Gunn (Ilce manufac!urers have experience in pu ,ed C-urn diodes
Both Litton of San Carlos and Alpha Industries. Woburn. M.ass.. andic,ted thm it is

possible to ottin pulse peak power five to seven times Whe CW aower of each diode

they sell commercially

V1 7



Gunn diode oscillator and amplifier circuits were also reviewed. It appears that most of the

circuit developments on the Gunn diode oscillators have been in the microwave cavity designs. This is
primarily because of the broad bandwidth ccpability of the diodes that require high.Q filter circuits to

maintain oscillatibn at a given frequency. Microwave cavity designs are unsuitable for transponder beacon

application where stripline or microstrip techniques are used in order to keep the manufacturing cost to

a minimum.

All popular and commercial Gunn diodes are made of GaAs bulk semiconductor material, bt.
in 1970, Hilsum and Rees16 suggested that materials in which electron energy transfer occurred between

three sets of minima have certain advantages over GaAs transferred eletron devices. Advantages are higl r

peak.to-valley ratio, lack of domain, and suppression of avalanching in domains. The simple material
suggested was InP. However, this theory has not yet been proven.

Engineers at Royal Radar Establishment, Malvern, Worcester, England, and Plessey Co., Surrey,

England, 17 ha 'e been working on this type oi Gunn device. Their experiments with pulsed oscillators have

been from 1 GHz through 40 GHz. The following table shows some results of their experiments:

Frequency Efficiency
Peak Power (GHz) (percent)

10 W 1.7 4

1 W 8.5 7

650 mW 25.0 2.6

100 mW 33.0 0.4

6. LSA Devices4 . 18

The LSA diode has lower capacitance and greater power output capability than either IMPAT'

or Gunn devices. In this device, high.field traveling-domain characteristics of bulk-effect devices are not

permitted to form. The oscillating field across the device rises above and falls back to the threshold level

too quickly for domains to take shape. A small charge that do s not manage to accumulate, dissipates
rapidly when the field drops below threshold. Charge density is therefore uniform within the bulk sample.

The entire device acts as a negative resistance independent of the length of the sample and without any

transii time effects. LSA devices can also operate at much higher peak power levels than can Gunn. This

mode needs a dc bias several tines the threshold, but the RF field must still be able to drop below the

threshold.

At low duty cycles, no self-heating occurs, but at high duty cycle, self.heating doe-. occur and
efficiency drops. For LSA (iodes 18 the theoretical peak output power is given by

P 2 X 1016 ( ( 2 ( (VI*1)
0 R0  TT fv

where Ro is the low-field positive resistance, L is the transit-time thickness, and E is the electric-field

intensity of the device.

Vl.4
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It is interesting to note that in the LSA devices, the peak power is proportional to 1/f2 and

average power is proportion.il to 1/f4 . In Figure VI-4, the maximum-peak-power plot for LSA diodes is

plotted using the peak-power equation for L/LTT = 1000, Ro = 15 ohms, and E = 104 V/cm. Included are
plots for L/LTT _. 100, 25, and '0. Also, experimental pulsed-peak-power data o, LSA diodes achieved by

various researchers in the field have been plotted in the same figure. A mean line is drawn through the

experimental points for comparison with results predicted by others. It appeals that the 1973 capability N h
in LSA diodes exists between L/LTT = 25 nd L/LTT = 100. The mean line drawn by J.D. Adams in

1971 is lower than the 1973 projected peak power Tapability. In the original paper by L.F. Eastman 18 ,

plots were made for L/LTT versus duty cycle for 2000 C junction temperature rise. Pulsewidths of 5/ s

were considered in these calculations. A plot for the averagoe power has also been considered in the same

paper. The highest av Jge power calculated at 10 GHz was 5.5 W for L/LTT = 100. If the value of Ro is

lowered to 1.5 ohms, the calculated average power can be raised to 18 W.

L.F. Eastman 19 . in his paper on the utilization of LSA diodes for a pulse RF transmitter,

explained the difficulties and expertise required in the understanding of the LSA diode oscillator circuits.

Presently, LSA diodes are not applicable for practical transmitter designs because of the bulky-power-supply
requirements and lack of reliability of such diodes due to burn-out problems. Cayuga Associates, New York,
was once the only supplier of LSA diodes, though RCA Corporation. Camden, New Jersey, has the capa-
bility and suppl;es diodes to its own research laboratories. Due to diode burn-out problems and lack of

understanding by the users, Cayuga does not sell the diodes without the power supplies and pulse modu-

lators. Therefore, we should rule out the possibility of using LSA diodes in our transponder techniques,
unless some breakthroughs occur in the near future.

C. SOLID-STATE DEVICES - RECEIVER DIODES

1. General

Three types of receiver diodes are compared in Table VI-3.

Recent developments in diode materials have allowed fabrication of junctions less than 0.0001

inch in diameter to advance the practical operating limit for Schottky diodes well into K-band. Diodes are

available with noise figures of below 5 dB at X-band, while laboratories are reporting useful performance

at frequencies past 50 GHz. Tangential sensitivities of -55 dBm are guaranteed for frequencies past 10 GHz
with 1 MHz bandwidth. Within the next two or three years, silicon diodes with 7.5 dB noise figure aiid

less than -50 dBm tangential sensitivity at 30 GHz will be commercially available.

The processing technology for Sctottky diodes is concentrating on reducing junction diameter,
increasing burnout capability, and lowering noise. For the frequency of operation to increase, the at -a of

the junction must be reduced by at least the square root of the frequency ratio. This requires fine o, idation

and photoresist and masking techniques. Oxides used are silicon dioxides and silicon nitride. The th ckness

of oxides must be controlled within 100 A. Beam-lead Schottky devices are growing in popularity bI cause

they are ideally suited for MIC work. The chief limitation is the excess capacitance caused by the be im.

Schottky.barrier diodes are distinguished from the conventional devices in that the junct on
consists of metal and a semiconductor rather than two different semiconductors. When an n-type Sc iottky

diode is forw3rrl.bi c.d, the majority carriers are injected into the metal at a much higher energy lew I than

the metal's existing free electrons. The electror flow from the semiconductor to the metal occurs w th

virtually no i:ow ot minority carriers in the reverse direction to cause charge storage. Therefore the iesponse

to a change in bias in a Schottky diode is much faster t-an that in a p-n junction. The lack of stored charge

VI-9
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Tab!e V 1-3. Comparison of Receiver Diode Characteristics

t p-n .inction Point Co.tact Sdmut lkV Jonn:ii

Minority- Some minority-charge Majotity-chalru flow
charge flow flow, combination of
limits the Schottky and alloyed Planar junction with
switching speed rectifying junction, uniforno current

high 1/f noise, opera- distribution
Charge storage, tion to greater than
low 1/f noise, 100 GHz, and low Low 1/f noise, and
highest burn- burnout capability operation to greater
out capability, than 50 GHz
and operation below Higher rectification
I GHz efficiency at low LO Medium burnout

levels capability

Excellent as zero Lower white nois-
bias detector

Bonded Schottky is
mechanically morm
stable

Schottky beam.lead
diodes for micro-
strip

Schottky chips for
MICs

Better dynamic range

in the junction also reduces drive requirements when the diode is operated as a switch. The fast response

and low noise generation make the Schottky diode particularly useful in two important applications - -
microwave mixers and detectors.

2. Mixer Diodes

The sens;tivity of any simple receiver depends on the conversion loss of the mixer and overall

noise figure of the mixer.plu,.IF amplifier combination. Both the conversion loss and the noise figure of

the mixer depend on the RF circuit losses, the selection of the IF, and the type of diodes used. The RF

circuit losses can be reduced by matching the diodes to the hybrids and by minimizing the discontinuity

losses. Typical circuit loss of 1 dB at X.band can be expected in a balanced mixer.

By selecting a low IF frequency in the range of 30 to 150 MHz, amplifiers are available with

noise figures of 1.5 dB or less. As advances are made in bipolar transistors and fild.ef f-:1 transistors, IF

dmplifiers will be available with very low noise figures (K1.5 dB at 1 GHz) at much higher frequencies.

Higher IF': would simplify the RF and IF filter designs used in the receiver for the purpose of reducing

spurious and image signals.

VI.111



The two types of diodes commonly used in the mixer design are Schottky-barrier diodes arid

point-contact diodes. In" the following paragraphs, noise-figure performance of both diodes is discussed.

It can be shown theoretically that the conversion loss of an ideal mizer is 3 dB for ail

frequencies. This assumes no image-enhancement technique or control of idler currents in he mixer design.

Therefore the theoretical noise figure would be 4.5 dB if the mixer is followed by an amplifier with a noise

figure of 1.5 d8. In Figure VI-5 the theoretical noise figure of an ide31 broadband diode has beenolotted.

Also plotted are the noise-figure results, with respect to frequency, of Schottky-barrier mixer diodes

commercially available in December 1972. For reference purposes, noise-figuru results obtainod by

B.S. Siegal in 1971 are plotted.2 1 It should be noted that the noise-figure data plotted in Figure VI-5
were obtained for mixer diode!. that were mounted in waveguide or cavities that have low circuit losses.

Practical stripline or microstrip mixer designs have higher noise figures than the data published on single

diodes, because of the higher circuit losses. .
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of 1 to 10 GH/t hli art? appioetfing the theoretic-al noise-figure limit. In fact, diodes are presently

available with noise figures of 5.5 dB at 1 GHz and 10 GHz. Theoretically, the noise figure at low
frequencies should be lower than the noise figure at high frequencies. The experimental noise-figure
numbers are the same because different test circuits were u-ed. Also, manufacturers have concentrated

their efforts on obtaining diodes with low noise figures at high frequencies, sice hipolar tralsstot- mil
field-effect transistors are not commercially available at these frequencies nor are they cost-effective. At

low frequencies, bipolar transistor amplifiers are available with much lower noise figures (42.5 dB at
1 GHz) than are available from mixers.

As the GaAs process technology advances, diodes will be available in the next two years with
lower noise figure (typically 5.5 dB at 20 GHz) than those plotted in Figure VI-5. However, noise-figure

data on diodes will not be less than the ideal broadband diode noise figure of 4.5 dB. So,ne researchers
have published mixer data at C-band with noise figure of 2.2 dB, using image-enhancen.ent techniques to

achieve these results.2 2 Image-enhancement techniques are suitable for narrow-band application though

these mixer designs are not simple or cost-effective.

For purposes of comparison, the noise-figure performance of commercially available point-

contact mixer diodes has been plotted in Figure VI-6. It appears from this plot that point-contact diodes
have a lower noise figure thdn Schottky diodes. This is due primarily to the advanced state of development

in point-contact technology. Point-contact diode construction is not directly applicable for stripline or

microstrip fabrication techniques. Hovm'ever, Schottky-barrier diodes are available in beam-lead form for

therm-l-compression bonding.

3. Detector Diodes

Ii Figure VI-7, tangential signal sensitivity of silicon Schottky-barrier detector diodes

commercially available in 1973 is plotted with reference to frequency. Also plotted for reference purposes
is a 1971 performance curve on Srhottky-barrier diodes by B.S. Siegal. 2 1 It is shown that diodes are

now available at X- and K-bands with improved TSS vaiues.

D. SOLID-STATE DEVICES- -TRANSISTORS

1. General

There are two basic typl.s of transistcrs used for low-noise and high-power applications. They
are bipolar transistors and field-effect transistors. The state-of-the-art performance of each type was
investigated and studied. Results are reported in the following subsections.

2. Bip ldr Transistors

a. Low-Noise Transistors

The performance of small-signal silicon bipolar mi:roevave transistors has been

significantly improved by three key developments in device technology. These developments are:

* One-micron emitter stripe

* Arsenic diffused emitters

* Ohmic contacts compatible with shallow structures

j VI-13
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The application of these developments has resulted in silicon devices with noise figures
as low as 2;.0 dB at 4 GHz. Figure VI-8 shows the noise-figure pe-formance of low-noise silicon bipolar

transistor:, commercially available today. Also plotted for reference purposes are the state of the art in
bipolar transistors in 1970 and 1971 and a thcoretical curve of perfonranca expected in the future. The

best nois 3.figure results obtained to date are 2 dB at 2 GHz (Fairchild MT4000), 2.8 dB at 4 GHz (tIP 172'

ari 4.2 dB at 6 GHz (TI L216C).

The major effect of the reduced emitter width is a reduction of the trarnistor base
resistarnce. Arsenic diffused emitteri prtvide reduced base transit time and neutral emitter capacitance.24

The alpha cut.off frequency, fc (which together with base resistance determines the high.frequency noise
figure), and the current gain bandwidth, fT. are the;eby imprcved. IT is determined not only by the
emitter base junction capacitance and th! base transit time, but also in part by the collector transit time.

By using very thing heavily dope,, co. ,ct,rs, fT's as high as 15 GHz have been obtained.2 5
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b High.Power Transistors

The maximum power of a transistor is limited by the base stretching (Kirk effect),

which sets limits on the current, and by the base collector junction voltage breakdown. Rcettly

S. Kakihana of dewlett Packard Co., Palo Alto. CA. published a paper2 6 indicating practical limits of
power transistors with realistic IT'S. His results for 5-ohm-outpuL-Imixdance transistors we plotted in
Figure VI-9, as well as some data points of maximum power output from transistors achieved to date by

variou5 manifacturers. For comparison purposes, the 1970 state.of-the.art pf2 plot2 3 and the 1975

output power prcjects by J.D. Adams 0 are plotted in Figure VI-9. If Kakihana's projection and cal-

culations are accurate, bipolar transistors will be available in the future with power levels of 4 watts CW

at 12 GHz and 10 watts CW at 4 GHz. Power Hybrids Inc., Torrance, CA, has already clevIoped a

trailsistor that delivers 8 watts at 4 GHz. These power-level nombers are much higher than any av.)ilable

j present data on IMPATT or Gunn diodes. It should also be roted that presently transistor amplifiers

j and oscillators have much hipher efficiencies thai either IMPATT or Gunn diodes. It api;e-ars that in the

;J future, direct-generating devices will se;ve their usefulness at higher frequencies. At low frequencies

(110 GHz), bipolpr transistors will be utilized for high-power application.
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Typical efficiences and power outputs achieved to date on commercially available
bipolar transistors are given in Table V 14.

Tatlk VI-4. Elfficiency. Power Output, ind Gain Capability ot
Commercially Availale Bipolar Tronsistors

Pulscwidth
Type and Frequency. Power Output, Gain, Efficiency t (us)

Manufacturer fo (GHz) Po (watts) G(dB) (percent) (10% duty
____________cycle)

MSC 1330 1.3 30 8.5 s0 CW
MSC 1330 1.3 70 10.0 50 10
MSC 4005 4.0 5 4.0 30 CW
MSC 4001 4. 1 5.0 23 CW

Ref__31__3.5 _______ 6.0.. 25~ Not Available _
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After review of the published literature, it appears that Microwave Semiconductor Corp. is the leader in

the manifacture of high power. hih-ef ficiency transistors, as exemplified hy their type M.SC 4005.

hit oiler toar Jieve even higher power levels, lower-lW)ow, -level t,;sistur amplili:ls

can bN combined in parallel hy using hybrids. Westinghouse Aerospace and Electrnic Systems Div.,

Baltimore, MD,3 2 recently announced an amplifier that generated I kW peak outptit power at 1250 MHz

with an overall efficiency of 35%, 1% duty cycle, and pulsewidths of 5 ps. Similar techniques can be

applied efficiently tip to K--band if the solid-state devices are available.

3. Field.Effect Transistors

The FET is surpassing the perfonnance of bipolar types at X-band and beyond; usable gain

at frequencies up to 20 GHz have bees reported. In addition, simplicity of fabrication offers potential
low-cost benefits.

The rapid upsurge in performance of the FET is the result of two important technological

advances: (1) the use of a Schottky-barrier control gate, and (2) the use of a high-resistivity substrate

maternal. A high.resistivity substrate material considerably reduces the parasitic losses in the device, giving

improved performance. At present. FETs are fabricated in both silicon and gallium arsenide. The high

electron mobility and high limiting carrier velocity of gallium arsenide together with their occurrence in

the semi-insulating form rr ike gallium arsenide preferable for higher-frequency applications. GaAs FETs

are now in development covering C- through Ku-band with very impressive noise figures and unilateral

gain compared to their bipolar transistor counterpart. Typical noise figures obtained for laboratory

devices are 2 to 3 dB at 4 GHz. 4 dB at 8 GHz, and 5 dB at 12.5 GHz.

Performance of state-of-the-art low-noise FET devices is plotted in Figure VI-10. Fo7

comparison purposes, theoretical numbers on noise figure calculated by S. Kalkihana are plotted in the

same figure.2 6 Great progress has been made in low-noise FET technology in the last year. Noise-figure

results on state-of-the-art FET devices available in 1971 are also plotted as reference in Figure VI-10.

Comparing the noise-figure data for FET devices with those of bipolar transistors in Figure VI-8 shows

that FET technology has surpassed bipolar technology.

The extrapolated maximum frequency of oscillation, fMAX, for a bipolar transistor was

recrntly reported to be about 25 GHz. 3 3 FETs, on the other hand, have achieved an extrapolated

maximum frequency of oscillatio(a or 40 GHz; higher frequencies can be expected as the technology

improves. FETs also offer power gain advantage. Another feature about the FET compared to the

Lipolar devices coaccrns the optimum Iias conditions. The maximum gain of bipolar transistors is

specified at a certain collecto, current, whereas optimum noise performance is obtained at a much lower

collector current. This is not the case with FETs, where both optimum noise and gain performance can

lbe achieved under similar hijs conditions. However, the FET is not witiout some of its own unique,

pecularties. The biggest proliem is matching over wide Ibndwidths: impedances wre bx)th high and

reactive. As a result of this, existing transistor packages are not suitable for FET devices.

To date, FET techn~ology has concentrated on low-noise-amplifying devices. Eventually.

high.powier FET devices will be available for low-tioise iocal-oscillator applications. These devices may

also compete in performance with IMPATT and Gunn diodes in the near future (perhaps two to three

years).
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E. CONCLUSIONS

1. Comparison of Noise Figure of Lcw.Noise Devices

Low-noise front-end receivers can be designed using bipolar transistor amplifiers, field-effect

transistor amplifiers, parametric amplifiers, or direct-converting mixers. Our main objectives in receiver

design are simplicity and cost-effective techIniques for maximum performance. Noise figure of a receiver

determines the quality of a receiver. Calculations of noise-figure requirements with respect to frequeicy

of operation for a particular Ieacon-iransponder receiver will determine whether it is necessary to utilize

preamplifiers in front of the mixer. There ire many performance and cost tradeoffs in the receiver desiogm

using preamplifiers in front of a mixer. In this project, receiver designs of this type were not considered

or investigated, since the topic is complex and would require a sep-ate stu(k-.

Noise-figure performance of state-of-th*'-art bipolar transittors. field effect transistors ar4'

mixer diodes have been ccmpared. Results Pe shown in T..ble VI-5. At low and m.dium frequencies

(K; 8 GHz). field-effect tr~nsistors have a lower noise figure than mixer diodes. At higher frequencies.

mixer diodes are still dominant as tow-noise devices. This is primarily due to lack of development in FET

devices. Eventually FET devices will compete with mixers in performance evert at the higher frequencies.

VI-19
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Table VI-5. Comparison of Noise Figure for State-of-the-Art Bipolar Transistors,
Field-Effect Transistors, and Schottky-Barrier Mixer Diodes

S ii )lt y B,11 I iei

B ipolar T rans %or FET Mi x l)u o i

Fr;(lncy Noise Figiure Noie Fuil, M, NII% lS . ll

(dB) (dB) (d1B)

2 2 2 5.3

4 2.8 2.6 5.0

6 42 3.5 5.5

S Not Available 4.0 5.5

12 Not Available 5.0 5.7

16 Not Available Not Available 6.0

35 Not Available Not Available 7.0

The mixer designs are more simple than the FET amplifiers or the bipolar transistor designs

because less componLnts are used. Therefore, for beacon-transponder application at any frequency, ,

front-end designs will ne considered as long as the noise-figure requirements are not less than 6 to 7 dB.

2. Forecasts on Capabilities of Solid-State Devices

From review of the various articles and publicat;ons on solid-state .evices, the following

future technological developments are expected in the next three years.

" Transistors (bipolar silicon) will probably achieve 1 watt capability at X-band. Silicon power

transistors have generated, on a laboratory basis, more than 5 watts CW at 4 GHz. Microwave

Semiconductor Corporation, New Jersey, recently announced I, 4-wtt CW transistor at 4 GHz.
Efficiences for power transisor cscillators ano amplifiers at high S- and low C-band exceeded

30%. Also, pulse power levels of 100 watts at 1 GHz have been achieved.

-Gallium arsenide IMPATTs will be able to generate 5 watts CW at X-band with efficiencies in

excess of 20%. IMPATTs have produced in excess of 4 watts CW at 5 GHz in th - !aboratory.

0 Gunn diodes will reach the 2- or 3-watt level at X-band with efficiences b -tter than 10% and

with suoeior noise characteristics. Most Gunn diodes are considered for local-oscillator

or low-noise transmitter applications.

* Silicon IMPATTs will be an important factor in the millimeter range, gener iting up to 1 watt

of power at 100 GHz, and may well rival galliun. arsenide IMPATTs for X- ,and power

applications.

* TRAPATT and Gunn devices will have significant impact o*' low-average-power requirements.

* The FET technology, particularly that of gallium arsenide, will seriously threaten silicon

bipolar transistors for power applications at frequencies above S-band and will dominate

low-noise requirements at the higher-frequency ranges (C-band and .ibove).

V 1.20
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WI V;X.t-T71 _
0 All local-oscillator and low-power transmitter requirements are being satisfied by Gunn diode

sources because they have substantially less noise than IMPATT diodes. For Gunn diodes,
AM noise- to-carrier levels of -135 dB in a 100*Hz band, 10 kHz off the ci-rrier have been
ac:hievedl with correspondling FM noise of 1 Hz. GaAs IMPATTs have better noise character-
istics thin silicon IMPATTs. Recently the BARRITT IMPATT 36 diode was developed. Its

noise characteristics are much better. The BARRITT diode is still in an infant stage of
development.
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VII. POWER-COMBINING TECHNIQUES

A. GENERAL

Different RF-power-combining techniques for oscillators and amplifiers were investigated as part of

tne study in order to determine the best scheme for obtaining the maximum RF power output at a particular

operating trequency. Several methods exist for combining individual semiconductor devices (transistor or

diode) to increase the total output power. Basically there are two groups - nonoptical, and quasi-optical.

Various articles and reports published on the combining techniques were reviewed.1 "9 A summary of our

findings .s given in the following subsections.

B. NONOPTICAL COMBINING TECHNIQUES

In general, four classes of circuits exist for combining active devices (transistor or diodes) either as

amplifiers or as oscillators. They are as follows:

* Series or parallel combinations of individual devices in the same device package; and series,

parallel, or series-parallel arrays of packaged devices. Each device is usually separated by a

length of transmission line.

0 Cascaded transmission amplifier/oscillator

* Weakly coupled

0 Strongly coupled

Of the combining circuits listed above, only w.e last two have the capability for combining a large

number of individual sourre modules Only a small number of semiconductor devices (5 to 10) can be

assembled on the same substrate ,n the same package. If these devices are connected in parallel, the
impedance becomes too small. If they are connected in series, the breakdown voltages become excessive

and heat sinking can 't a problem. In addition, the finite length between individual devices becomes

important at higher frequencies. These same. limitations apply to an array of packaged devices, with th,,

additional complication of spurious nscillation being possible because of the line length. 10 Stabilizing
networks are required to suppress these oscillations. A typical method of connecting multiple varactor

diodes in high-power multipliers is shc.vn in Figire VII-1. 10 In Ref. 10., the authors have sliown how

to achieve a high-power varactor doubler using a wries-parallel array of eight indi idual varactor diodes

Experimental results show that design techniqtw%. for controlling instabilities are practical. Similar array

techniques can be used for other types of act,\ve devices (e.g., direct-generating diodes and transistors).

The instabilities may occur, but techniques for controlling them will be different. Generally, array
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combining techniques are not used far direct-generating diodes, primarily lecause they are impractical. The
reasons are as iollows:*

0 The eficiency of direct-gerarating devices (Gunn or IMPATT) is low, typically 5% to 15%,

(fel.ellding on. tilt! letItl:ncy of olperatiol ail eir :uit design. Due to this low elli:ieiicy. excessive!

helit is dissipatel in the diode. As ItI. .alxil xr of diodes is inlcreased, the heat dissiplationt is ill
creased proportionally. Therefore heat sinking of series arrays of diodes is impractical. In

comparison, varactor diodes used in the doubler circuits are capable of much higher efficiencies,

typically 60% to 70% at E-band and 40% to 50% at I-band.

0 An additional disadvantage of series-connected IMPATT diodes is the requirement of high voltage
for biasing. A single, double-drift IMPATT diode requires 100 volts bias voltage at 14 GHz. In

compari(.on, a small number of Gunn diodes can be connected in series, theore:ically, if parasitics

of the individual packages can be minimized. A single GUNN diode requires 12 volts bias voltage

at 14 GHz.

0 IMPATT or Gunn diodes are used practically for cperation above 4 GHz (limitations are primarily
due to the present material technology). The heat sinking problems can be i.vercome by parallel-
ing the diodes. Paralleling large numbers of such active devices (applies ;'i varactor diodes also)

in an array can cause instabilities because of the parasitics due to the individual packages.
Complex circuitry may be required to control the instabilities. To overcome this limitation, a
small number of semiconductor chips are generally connected in parallel in one package. An

advantage of the parallel connection of semiconductor chips is the graceful degradation of RF
power when failures occur. (It is assumed that most of the failures in semiconductors cause the

device to be open-circuited.)

Array combining techniques for high RF power can be used for transistors also. However, instability

problems can exist due to package parasitics of a large nunber of parallel or series-connected transistors.

To achieve high-power capability practically, multiple-emitter transistor construction is used. The maximum
number of emitters in one semiconductor device is limited by the physical geometry and frequency of oper-

ation. If "n" number of devices are combined, then theoretically the maximum power output will be "n"
times the power output of one device. For parallel-connected devices, graceful degradation is possible if any

malfunction occurs.

1. Cascaded Transmission Amplificrs and Oscillators

The number of amplifiers or oscillators that can be cascaded before the saturation level of the
individual active device is revched is small (5 to 10, typically). A typical cascaded amplifier and oscillator
configuration is shown in Figures VII-2 and VII-3 respectively. As the power is increased in the individual

modules, eventually a limit is reached in the power available from the active device in the last stage of the
link. Thi, limitation is due to the relationship PXf 2 = Constant that all semiccnductors obey. Also, the

gain of the amplifier decreases as the power is increased. The semiconductor device used in the amplifier or
oscillator modules can be either a transistor or a direct-generating diooe. The selection of the device will
depend on the frequency of operation and the power output required. The high-power cascaded source can

*Comments here apply mainly to IMPATT or Gunn diodes. TRAPATT and LSA diodes are not considered because of the
complex circuitry that is required for proper operation, which is not economical for beacon transponders.
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b. fabricated with all the individual amplifier circuits or osci*lator circuits in one module. With a large niJm-

ber of stages, however, instability will occur; therefore precautions have to be taken. Instabilities can be

controlled in a small number of stages (5 to 10) either by proper circuit design or by the use of isolators. By

taking advantage of t-!::. isolation that can be achieved with nonreciprocal properties of ferrites, Microwave

Associates, Burlington. Ma s., has built cascaded amplifier stages using IMPATr diodes at X-band on one

ferrite substuate.4 Hughes Aircraft Company, on the other hand, has a periodic circuit currently under

development that is a solid-tate transmission amplifier. This particular amplifier uses IMPATT diodes in a

coupled-cavity slow-wave structure in reduced-height waveguide. Such a structure can be designed so that

each diode adds a fixed amount of power to the wave - that is, has a decreasing-gain-per-stage characteristic.

This ;Ooproach can permit a medium number of tages before instabilitits occur, and presents a convenient

way of adding power from several devices. Hughes Aircraft Company has reported theoretical and experi-

menial results on one. and two-stage amplifiers indicating that 10% bandwidths with gains of 2.5 dB and

5.0 dB are obtainable in X-band. Increasing the number of these stages much beyond four or five is ex-

pected to be diffi- ult because of stability problems.
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F,
2. Weakly Coupled Combirning Circuit

Individual amplifiers or oscillators capable of independent operation are combined through the
use of multiple-port circuits consistiNg of transmission lines and passive additive eleinents, suph as cxuplers

or h /bfids (see Figure VItA4 for a typical amplifier combiner, or Figure VII1-5 tcor as tvp:cjI ocillito', com-
s.. %onreroprocal elements s.jch 3s citc-.4.ators or isoIatori nij be a1ir,'jd 1 stjb'l'1t%. I Ite) t t

of combiner is classed as weakly coupled. Either in-phase or quadiatute h iibtids casn tt tstM1 in the .implitim'
combining scheme. If quadrature hybrids are used, then the source modules have to be matc'-ed in pl'isa

and amplitude. However, for the multiple-oscillator combiner, in-phase hybrids only are used. (Ouadrature-
phase hybrids have a gOV phase shift.) In principle, any amount of power carn be obtained in this way, but
in practice the power output is limited by physical and economic factors. In particular, loss in the adders is
3 prime factor in limiting the power ouiput of the systems. Because of this loss, heat is generated in each

* H - HBI CIR,

* AP -AMPIFIRS AEETEM ADRC-GNRTN

H I YBRID CIRCUIT

AMPS -AMIATRS HAVE EITHER A DIRECT-GENERATING
DIODE OR A TRANSISTOR. TE R HS-OKD
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FIGURE VI-4 POWER-COMBINER SCHEME FOR OSCILATRS USING HYBRIDS
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wki':r and the po~wer output of the last stage will be limited by thermz..dissipation capabilities of that adder.

Fusrthermore. if there is a rw jirement of elficiency for the system, the loss per stage limits the number of
itrr hast ctar: ''* used, If there is (x dB toss in each power combiner and the minimum acceptable efficiency

of the Power-combining; system is emin, then the maximum number o! stages that can be used is given by

tmax ~llo 0 'm

Figure 6 shows the theoretical value of nmax as a function of a for several values Of Emin. Power

combiners are presently available with losses in the region shown in the figure. Waveguide combiners will
offer the lowest loss - 0.2 dB per stage, typically - and microstrip and coaxial combiners have a loss of 0.3
dB to 0.5 dB, typically. Final values of loss will depend on the freqluency ot operation, mismatch loss, phase
unbalance, and isolation in the hybrid. For large numbers of hybrid combiners, losses and balancing problems
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FIGURE VII-6 MAXIMUM NUMBER OF POWER-COMBINING STAGES
FOR VARIOUS COMBINER LOSSES AND REQUIRED
COMBINER EFFICIENCY. Source: Ref? 1.
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Is:'iii, cit.cul. Tt. numbr of staiges that can be used is shown in Figure V 11-7 fo~r a required system

e fficiency, as a function of device efficiency (amplifier or oscillator), of 25%, and various combiner losses.
This dssumes no phase unbalance or mismatch losses. Two organizations using such hybrid combining

techniques have recently reported on the state of the art in high-power sources. 1 1, 1 2 The Electromagnetic

Techniquis Laboratory of Stanford Research Institute developed a high-power. ref lection-type micbow.vtw

amplifier. 1 This ampl;fier utilizes four individually matched silicon IMPATT diodes and a hybrid.ciicuit

power-combiner scheme to achieve a CW output of 8 watts at 5.23 GHz with 6 dB gain and a power-added

efficiency of over 5%. Subsequent to this work, a twi-stage 15.8-watt-output 9-dB-gain wwnplifier was con-

structed which combined twelve silicon IMPATT diodes in a hybrid microstrip microwave circuit.

ji F - EVICE
121

030 50
D EFFICIENCY - percent

SA-1970-26

FIGURE VII-7 MAXIMUM NUMBER OF COMBINER STAGES
FOR A REQUIRED SYSTEM EFFICIENCY OF

25 PERCENT. Source: Ref. 1.

Westinghouse, Baltimore, recently reported the development of an L-band transistor amplifier

that is cjpable of 1 kW power output. 12 Using power transistors and a unique divider/combiner, they
produced 1.kW/1.ms pulses &t 1250 MHz in one subsystem module. Four 25-watt transistor-amplifier
circuits were first combirhl to produce a 100-watt ampliiier, then 12 of the 100-watt amplifiers were com- J

bined using hyb-.ids to produce the full kilowatt. The 12 100-wi.tt modules used in the amplifer are

indiviually matched with -1 dB in amplitude and -7.5 degrees in phase.

3. Strongly Coupled Combining Circuit

In the case of the strongly coupled combiner circuit, a number of active negative-ri.sistance
elements or individual operating transistor-amplifier/oscillators are incorporated into a s;nrle amplifier ot

oscillator circuit. The immediate RF e, ir.onment for each of the active elements is provided by the entire
circuit, so that separate operation by the individual elements is not usually possible. A basic approach to

-trongly coupled circuits makes use of iterative power coupling in a transmisiion line. The principle of this
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mntlxxl is shown schematically in Figure VII.8 for a stripline circuit. The amplifiers o. oscillator% are

coupled iteratively (c.pacitively or inductively) to the transmission lines. Stab.lization of iterative amplifiers

or oscillators may be accomplished externally with circulators, or internally by the use of distributed iso-

lator elements. Such types of circuits are still in various stages in the industry.1

INPUT OUTPUT

S - SOURCE. DIRECT-GENERATING DIODE OR PROBE
COUPLED FROM TRANSISTOR AMPLIFIER OR
OSCILLATOR.

SA-1970-27

FIGURE Vii-8 ITERATIVE POWER-COA°31NER SCHEME FOR AMPLIFIERS AN) OSCILLATORS

* C. QUASI-OPTICAL COMBINING TECHNIQUES

A well.known optical technique for the accumulation of microwave power from a large number
of modular sources (transistor or direct-generating diodes) is the phased-array antenna. This technique will
allow combining of the largest number of s,-,ces with the smalles, posible number of higher.order modes
because the space combiner is not a closet volume. If mutual.couping effects between the sources are
neglected, then each source is independently coupled to the impedance of ',ee space. By proper rhasing

of the inputs in the sources, power can be focused into a collecting horn Jr probe, some distance away. In
Fiqure VII-9, sketches of zwo types of closed-volume single-cavity power combiners using the phasc -array
techniques are shown. However, unless the dimensions of the array are large and the source iower levels
are properly tapered, diffraction los! can occur. An extension of this approach would be a linear array
wrapped in a circle or ellipse. This arrangement would now allow all the power sources to op4.rate at equal
levels. A circular combiner or radial-type cavity is shown in Figure VIli-O and an elliptical combiner is
s,'own in Figure VII-1 1. Both these combiners have been developed at Hughes Aircraft Company. 1,3

Recently, it was reporteI that 32 IMPATT diodes were combined in a radial cavity to arhieve 23.4 watts of
CW power at 9.3 GHZ.3 The power combiner uses commercially available IMPATT diodes nominally rated
at 500 mW. Each of the diodes is mounted in a coaxial module, magnetically coupled to a TM0 20 micro-
wave cavity. To accommodate the 32 diodes around tle cavity, the periphery of the cavity must be made
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so large that the cavity becomes over-mode,|. To obtain coherent operation, therefore, a mode filter is

used i:n the cavity to suppress the unwanz-d modes. The combiner does not require that the diodes be

spaced an integral multiple of half wavelengths. Packing density is limited only by the physical size of the

packaged diode. The indbridual diodes are matched to the hig impedance of the resonant cavity by an

impedance transformer.

An L-band radial power combiner has been developed at SRI for eventually combining i4Jltiple 100-

watt transistor amplifiers. Studies are being performed on bandwidth, isolatior t.tween various ports,

insertion loss, and mode suppression. In this particular radial power combiner the size of the cavity was

chosen to combine power from several different ports (maximum of 30) with only the fundamental mode

being existent. Such a design technique is applicable for lower frequencies because the linear dimensions of

tie cavity are small compared to a wavelength. There is a practical and fundamental limit to the number of

devices or probes that can be added in a cavity of a given size and still maintain a fundamental mode of

propagation with no higher-order modes. A serious disadvantage of both the radial and ellipse combine!r at
high frequencies is that, since these structres are large compared to a wavelength, several radial-mode

resor7;nces would exist. These resonancei can lead to potential instabilities and spurious oscillation ir the

combiner. Mode suppressors are requir.d, which, without careful design, would introdume considerable

loss into the dominant mode.iI
D. CONCLUSIONS

In the previous subsections, different types of power combiners were discussed in general. Both the

nonoptical and the quasi-optical scheme were covered. This subsection summarizes the types of combiners

and active devices that could be used to fabricate low-cost beacon transponders for target-enhancement

purposes at various power levels.

After a review of all the types of combiner schemes that exist, the following were foind to be
practical and feasible:

0 Series or parallel, or a combination of both types

0 Weakly coupled or hybrid circuits
0 Cascaded transmission amplifier/oscillator
0 Radial.
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The other types are still in the early stages of development and therefore are not applicable for low-cost
construction. A summary appraisal of all the combining techniques and their present status is given in

Table VII-1.

Table VII-1. Summary of Power-Combining Techniques
For High-Power Beacon Transponder Application

Technique Appraisal Status

Nnnoptical

Series or parallel Very complex for large numbers. Practically feasible for low- and
combination of For 2 to 4 devices, this tchnique medium-power levels - i.e., 2
active devices can be applied. Broad bandwidths to 4 times power of single

can be achieved with proper cir- device can be achieved. Applic-
cuitry. Matching problems become able for D, E, G, I, J, and K
difficult beyond -bind (8-10 bands at medium cost.
GHz). Offers graceful degradation
only for parallel technique. (This
is true only if the device is open
circuit on failure.)

Cascaded transmission Saturation limit depends on the Practically feasible for low- and
amplifiers/oscillators power output of the last stage. medium-power levels. Appaiuable

Spurious oscillations become a for D, E, G, I, J, and K bands at
problem beyond G-band (4-6 medium cost.

GHz). Development presently is
on!y for narrow bandwidth.
Offers no graceful degradation.

Weakly Coupled Very complex for large number Practically feasible for low- and
of sources. Losses and balancing medium-power levels - i.e., 5 to
problems become critical for 10 times power of single device
large number of cource4. Octave can be achieved. Applicable for
bandwidths are feasible. Offers D. E, G, I, J, K bands at low
no graceful degradation. cost.

Strongly coupled Either coupling or impedance, In early development phase.
or both, must be tapeied to Applicable for D, E, G, I, J, and
prevent saturation at low levels. K b .ids at high cost. Premature
S'3bilization is difficult. Tech- to judge the overall capability
nique suitable for largte number of the technique.
of stages. High power c3n be
ac'iev.d. Offers graceful

degl dtion.

Quasi-Optical

Radial Promising approach. Large num- In early development phase.
ber of devices can be combined. Applicable for D. E, G, I. J, and
Spurious modes can exist. High K bands at medium cost. Size
power can be achieved. N-times will be large at D and E bands.
single-(,evice power is possible.
Offers graceful degradation.
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Table VII-1. Summary of Power-Combining Techniques
For High.Power Beacon-Transponder Application (continued)

Technique Appraisal Status

Ellipse Promising approach. Large sium- More research and development
ber of devices can be combined, is required. Applicable for D, E,
Spurious modes can exist. G, I, J, and K bands at medium
Stabilization could be more cost. Size will be laro'n at D and
difficult than for radial. High E bands. Premature to judge
power can be acieved. N-times overall capability of the
single-device power is possible. technique.
Offers graceful degradation.

Phased array Promising approach. Large num- More research and development
(closed volume) ber of devices can be combined, is required. Applicabe for D, E,

Spuriou. modes can exist. G, I, J, and K bands at medium
Stabilization could be more cost. Size will be large at D and
difficult than for radial. High E bands. Premature to judge
power can be achieved. N.times overall capability of the
single-device power is possible, technique.
Offers graceful degradation.

Our discussion in Section VII-B and VII-C covered both oscillator and amplifier combiners. However,

for the higher-power beacon-transponder designs considered on this cor-ract, amplifier-combiner schemes

are more suitable because pulse-modulated RF signals are to be transmitted. High-power oscillator designs

using multiple active devices cannot presently be modulated easily for narrow pulsewidth because the

frequency of oscillation of each active dev;-- may be different during the rise and fall time and will require

some settling time. Since pulsewidths being considered are in the range of 20 to 100 ns, coherent frequency

of transmission will not occur without complex circuitry and synchronization of pulse voltage to each

active device.

Three different types of low-cost beacon-transponder designs recommended for target enhancement
are shown in Figures VII-12, VII-13, and VII-14 for low-, medium-, and high-power application. The trans-

ponder is referred to as a low-power typw when one high.power active device is used; as a medium-power
type wh;n a few high.power active devi es are used in one circuit; and as a high-power type when multiple
high-power active devices are used in a combiner circuit. In the case of medium-powe r application, a pulse

oscillator is followed by a switch that is used for obtaining fast rise- and fall-time pulse response. For

higher-power applications the medium-power circuit is used, followed by a high-power amplifier. This tech.

nique avoids the use of a high-power switch that would be required if a high-power oscillatot were used.
Table VII-2 summarizes the different types of practical combiner circuits recommended for use in the trans-

ponders for low-, medium-, and high-power applications. A comparison of transponders for different

frequency bands is also considered in the same table. It has been assumed that transistor circuits will be
used in the transmitter for D and E frequency bands, and IMPATT diode circuits will be used for G, I, J,
and K bands.

A review was made of the various active devices that could be used in the transponder design. Based
on the design goals (i.e., cost, size, efficiency, and availability of state-of-the-art devices), it appears that
transistor and IMPATT diodes are most suitable for this application. All the active devices are summarized
in Table VII-3.
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Table VII-2. Practical Combiner Techniques for Beacon Transponder

Output Power
Frequency Bands --

Low Medium High

D (1-2 GHz) High-power Series or parallel, Hybrid combiner

transistor or or combination of or radial

cascaded series and parallel
transmission stages transistors

E (2-3 GHz) High-power Series or parallel. Hybrid combiner
transistor or or combination of or radial

cascaded series and parallel
transmission stages transistors

G (4-6 GHz) High-power (a) Parallel, Hybrid combiner
IMPATT or combination or radial

cascaded of IMPATTs"

transmission stage (b) Hybrid

combiner

1 (8-10 GHz) High-Power (a) Parallel, Hybrid combiner

I MPATT or combination or radial

cascaded of IMPATTs*

transmission stage (b) Hybrid

combiner

J (10-20 GHz) High-power (a) Parallel, Radial combiner
IMPATT or combination

cascaded of IMPATTs °

transmission stage (b) Hybrid

_combiner

K (20-40 GHz) High-power (a) Parallel, Radial combiner

IMPATT or combination

cascaded of IMPATTs'

transmission stage (b) Hybrid

combiner

" "'Parallel combination may be done in one paks"g or by separating the individual diodes by a half wavelength. Host-sinking
requirements will determine the practical selection.
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Table VII-3. Review of Solid-State Devices for
High-Power Combiners Used in Beacon Transponders

Ievice Appraisal

Transistors Presently suitable up to 4 GHz. As technology advances, higher-
frequency operation will be feasible. Small-size low-cost circuitry
is feasible for beacon transponders.

IMPATT diode Suitable for frequencies above 4 GHz. High-peak-power capability
is feasible. Very Feitble for beacon-transponder application.
Efficiency is low (5%-15%). However, eventually higher efficiency
is feasible. Small-size low-cost circuitry is feasible.

TRAPATT diode Most promising device. High efficiency and peak power levels near
100 watts expected at X-band. The circuitry is complex. Unsuitable

for a low-cost beacon transponder application at the present.

Harmonic generator Low-power complex circuitry. Unsuitable for low-cost beacon
(varactor diode transponder. Useful for crystal-controlled sources.
multipliers)

GUNN diode Modest efficiency, low power, about 1 watt CW at X-band. Useful
for beacon-transponder application as low-power-level oscillator.
Small-size low-cost circuitry is feasible.

LSA High power, but very limited duty factors. The circuitry is complex.
Unsuitable for low-cost beacon-transponder application at present.
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Viii. PRODUCTION COSTS OF
COOPERATIVE BEACON TRANSPONDERS

A. GENERAL

Two conceptual schemes of the cooperative beacon transponder it Ku-hand (14.5 GHz) were
considered for detailed production cost analysis. Preliminary cost analysis was also performed for the

transponder at 24 GHz. One of the schemes is based on the design concepts discus*ed in Section V.

Refer to Figure V-1 for details. In this concept, the diode detector was used in the receiver. The diode-
detector sensitivity is limited and cannot be -- d for a range of 5 miles in 16 mm/hr rain wnen an ASD

(TI.) radar is being used. The second scoeme is similar to the first scheme except that a more sensitive

receiver is used. The latter scheme will achieve the required range of 5 miles in 16 mm/hr rainfall with

an SNR of 13.8 dB when used with th, ASD (T.I.) radar. A mixer pumped with a Gunn diode oscillator

was used in the front of the receiver for down.conversion. Details of this scheme are shown in Figure

VI:!-I. In both schemes the power-supply system is an integral part of the overall design concept and
is considered in the cost analysis. An RF switch at the output of the IMPATT diode oscillator is shown

in both block diagrams. These switches may be necessary if fast-switching IMPATT diode oscillators

with pulsewidths of 40 ns are not practically feasible and if high efficiency is not obtainable. Further

extensive design and developments in the IMPATT diode oscillator and current modulator are necessary
before a decision on the final technique can be made.

A pre.production design, development, and testing program is necessary before either of the two

schemes is ready for final low-cost production. Also, field tests with ASD radar, environmental tests, /
teraperatt're tests, and failure analysis must be performed before production can be started.

It is expected that after the nonrecurring preproduction design, developmcnt, and testing is fully

performed, low-cost production techniques will be possible and could be applied in assembling the
beacon transponder. Microwave integrated circuits will be used for all the microwave components where
low-Q circuits are required. If high-Q circuits are required, coaxial or waveguide techniques may be

used. By proper design techniques, it may be possible to use planar techniques for low cost. Hybrid
integrated circuits will be used for all the IF, video, current-controller, and power-supply subsystems.

Standard low-cost digital-logic-circuit techniques will be used in constructing and assembling the signal-
processing system. Printed-circuit-board techniques will be used for all low-frequency circuits to reduce

assembly and testing costs to the minimum.

Assuming that the production designs of the beacon transponder utilize planar techniques for

both RF and low-frequency circuits, then the present-day production budget estimates are as gven

below.
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8. SMALL-QUANTITY PRODUCTION.COST BUDGET

I- Ku-Band Beacon-Transpondei Scheme using a detector front end
Labor and material costs for the Ku-band beacon-transponder scheme shown in Figure V-1

are as follows:

0 Labor Costs (each unit)

Total assembly (bonding, wiring. 80
layout, etching, soldering),
16 hrs at $5/hr

Testing, 4 his at $6/hr 24
Shipping, potting, and painting, 16

4 hrs at $4/hr

$120
O-'rhead (1.30 X actual cost) $156

0 Material Costs (each unit)

Detectordiode (1) S 6

Limiter diode (1) 5

Switching diodes (2) 8

Switching-diode drivers (1) 25

I MPATT diode (1) 2(".

Isolator (plug-in type) (1) 50

Low-frequency diodes 4

Transistors 5

Capacitors 5

Resistors 4

Digital integrated circuits 5

Feedthrouh 3

Sundry 3
Raw materials 

2

Mechanical box 25

$350
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0 Total Costs

Labor Costs

Direct $120.00

Overhead 156.00

Material Costs 350.00

Total $626.00

G and A costs at 25% 156.50

Total $782.50

Profit at 10% 78.25

Total Selling Price by Manufacturer $860.75

The overall selling price will be lower by approximately $100 if the RF switch is not uscof at the
output of the IMPATT diode oscillator.

f 2. Ku-Band eacon-Transponder Scheme using a mixer front end

This scheme, shown in Figure VIII-1, is similar to the scheme described above except for the
additional mixer, Gunn diode oscillator, and IF amplifier in the circuiL Labor cost for production i. not
expected to increase much; however, the material costs will be increased due to the use of state-of-the-art
semiconductors.

Total loaded cost increases are expected to be S150. Therefore, the overal; selling price in small
quantities will be $1,010.76 each. The overall selling price will be lower by approximately $100 if the RF
switch is not used at the output of the IMPATT diode oscillator.

C. LARGE-QUANTITY PRODUCTION-COST BUDGET ESTIMATES

1. Ku-Band Beacon-Transponder Scheme using a detector front end

The large-quaitity production costs of the Ku-band beacon-b ansponder schemes shown in
Figure V-1 are as follows:

Cost per Unit Quantity

S700 100-199

575 200-499

500 500-999

450 1000-4999

400 ; 5000
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2. Ku-Band Beacon-Transponder Scheme using a mixer front end

The large-quantity production costs of the Ku-band beacon-tean~ponder scheme shown in Figure
VI11-1 are as follows:

Cost per Unit Quantity

S800 100-199

625 200-499

55O 500-999

5oo 1000-4999

$ 450 > 5000

D. CONCLUSIONS

From the above cost analysis it can be concluded that the materials costs are high primarily because
of t.. use of presently high-priced state-of-the-art IMPATT diodes and other microwave devices. As the

technology advances and the supply of the microwave components increases, eventually prices will drop
considerably. It is expected that Ku-band IMPATT diode prices will drop by $100 or more for small-quantity

purchases within the next year. This decrease will reduce the cost estimate by about $135 per unit when

ordered in small quantities, for the two schemes.

The above cost estimates can also be used in evaluating costs estimates for the 24-GHz cooperative
transponder. It is expected that the materials cost for the microwave components at 24 GHz will be higher

than at Ku-band. Also, the testing and assembly procedures will be more critical and time ouming.

Assuming for purposes of discussion and evaluation that a single IMPATT diode oscillator delivering 2 to 3
watts at 24 GHz is sufficient for target enhancement, it can be shown that the cost increase in fabricating a

24-GHz beacon transponder is expected to be 15% to 20% (in small quantities) above the cost of the Ku-
band beacon transponder discussed. These results were based on preliminary calculations. A furtler

detailed analysis is required to estimate the production costs and conceptual designs on the 24-GHz beacon

transponders.
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IX. RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE STUDIES AND DEVELOPMENTS

A complete consideration of the system aspects of uing ASD radar enhancement techniques was

beyond the scope of this contract. It is highly recommended that future detailed studies be performed on
i e practical implemientation of tsrget-enhancement techniques to achieve a fail-safe detection system at
the airports that can be used to identify s D l .or large airplanes, vehicles, runways, and stationary buildings.Also, studies should be performed on techniques to reduce the ground clutter by frequency-lisor;mination
techn,:;is.

In speif ic terms, the following topics on ASD radar systems are recom ntr for futuee

Sideloe-suppre rsion techniques. a

Multicth propagation effects in airport or terrestrial environments.I Reduction in clutter due to ground and rain.

" Encoding and decoding in beacon transponders used for target-enhance-ent purposes. Discrete

adres system
" Foliage effects.

* Low-elevation-angle effects of ASD radar antenna for & range of 5 miles

'-Under this contract a Ku-d (14.5 GHz) cooperative beacon transponder was also developed ath

tested in the laboratory to show the unique feature of a solid-state active target-enhancement technique.
Further detailed studies and developments are recommended on the cooperative beacon transpondler.

t Tnewe are as follows:

*Perform field tests with an existing ASD (T.I.) radar at Los Angeles International Airport (LAX),

California using a modified version of the breadboard cooperative beacon transponder developed

under this contract. Additional development ssd field-test costs are expected to be $15,000.~Compare performance results of the active target-erhancement techniques with those of the

passive cormer reflectors that exist at LAX. These results would be beneficial for future detection-

system studies at the airports.

*Develop a cooperative beacon transponder at 24 GHz similar to the on~e for Ku-band developed

,n this contract, that could be used with existing ASDE I I (AIL) radars for target-endhancernent

purposes. There are presently for more ASDE 11 (AIL) radars around the world thar, ASD (T.I,}

radars.

•~ Des;^n develop, and test a low-cost preproduction model of high-sensitivity Ku-banI or any other

r-,operative beacon transponder. Develop a low-cost, high-efficiency miniature power supply that

could be used in beacon transponders. Add features for encoding and decoding that could be used
;n conjunction with discrete-ddress systems.
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*Field-test a low-cost preproduction model of Ku~bnd or any other cooperative beacon

transponder for tracking of personn~el. vehicles, and material in a dense-foliape envirc~imerit

over a limited rang of 5 mi~es.
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X. FINAL CONCLUSIONS

The results of the investigations performed in Sections II through IX showed that a new class of

state-of-the-art solid-state cooperative beacon transponders are practical as target-enhancers for use with

certain types of airport surface detection (ASD) oi tracking radars. Such beacon transponders also lend
themselves to use in physically small, low-cost, low-energy-consuming electronic markers.

In the studies reported here, all the objectives of the program outlined in Section I were satisfied.
The following are the main conclusions derived from the investigation:

" Better techniques are needed for detection of small aircraft and vehicles and air traffic control
on the ground for Category IlI conditions as outlined by FAA for future requirements (See
Appendix A).

0 Based on the review made of the published literature, only three types of ASD radars were found
to exist that can be used for surface detect.on or tracking. These radar are ASD (T.I.) at 16.5 GHz
(14.3 GHz exists now), ASDE II (AlL) at 24 GHz, and ASMII (Decca Radar) at 35 GHz.

" Frequencies allocated by FCC for surface detection and air traffic control are 14-14.3 GHz,
24.25-25.25 GHz, and 31.8-33.4 GHz.

* As the rate of rainfall increases, atmospheric propagation losses increase. Maximum rainfall
considered in the study was 16 mm/hr.

* Target-enhancement requirements are reduced as the noise figure of the radar receiver is reduced.
Lowest target-enhancement requirements, for a given system SNR of 13.8 dB, were for the ASD

(T.I.) radar at 16.5 GHz with a receiver noise figure of 4.5 dB. To achieve a range of 5 miles in
16-mmhr rainfall only 3.3 watts of output power is required from the beacon transponder. For
the same operating ce-ditions and receiver noise figure a power output of 12 watts is required
from the beacon tra.s ,onder at 24 GHz when ASDE II (A L) radar is used.

* The ground clutter and the multipath effects could affect the operation of the ASD radar. To
reduce such effects, frequency-discriminating enhancement devices or multiple ASD radc-"s
should be used.

* Cooperative-beacon-transponder techniques are desirable and practical for target-enhancement
purposes, whereas active or passive reflector techniques are impractical.

* To obtain a low-cost cooperative beacon transponder, hybrid thin-film fabrication techniques
should be used. All RF designs recommended in this report could be fabricated using ( • nar

techniques, such as MIC or stripline. The low-frequency circuit design could be fabricated
using either existing integrated digital logic or hybrid printed-circuit-board techniques.

" A 14.5-GHz cooperative beacon transponder was fabricated using a pulsed Iow-Q coaxial
IMPATT diode oscillator in the transmitter and a diode detector in the receiver. The breadboard
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contained features of a low-cost beacon transponder. Measured output power was 2.4 walts (the

power output from IMPATT diode oscillator was 4.8 watts at 7% efficiency). The meastied

receiver sensitivity was -42 dBm.

0 Review of the vaious receiver joncepts in the beacon transpondei %howe~d that dctx Itle I %o'.1
can he used for short-range applications (1 2 miles) and mixers pumelwd with ,a local o%(:i1,l(,t
can be used for long range (2-5 miles). Active devices in both the concepts were Schottkv baiimti

diodes.

• Review of the various transmitter concepts for the beacon transponder showed that a single
IMPATT diode or transistor oscillator can be used for low-power applications. Two to three

IMPATT diodes or transistor oscillators or amplifiers can be used for medium-power applications,
and multiple IMPATT diodes or transistoi oscillators or amplifiers can be used for high-power
applications. Selection of the active device depends on the frequency of operation.

* Based on the review of the various state-of-the-art receiving and transmitting active devices, the

following are some recommandations that were derived for beacon transponder applications:

- Transmitting Devices: Use IMPATT diodes singly ,-r in combining circuits for frequencies
greater than 4 GHz (combining circuits are used for n.edium- or high-power requirements).
Use transistors singly or in combining circuits for frequencies less than 4 GHz (combining

circuits are used for medium- or high-power requirements).

- Receiving Devices: Use Schottky-barrier diodes, bipolar transistors, or field-effect transistors
for frequencies less than 8 GHz. Use Schottky-barrier diodes for frequencies greater than

8GHz.

4 4
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APPENDIX A

NEEDS FOR BETTER DETECTION TECHNIQUES
AND AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL ON THE GROUND

A number of ASDE surface-detection radars were installed at about ten major U.S. airports in the
early 1960s. No additional installations have been made since then in the United States, but a number of
more recent installations employing advanced radar were made at European airports. The current U.S
operational ASDEs are considered obsolete in terms of what can be achieved with today's technology.

The aviation community is making progress toward all-weather landing capability. Improved versions
of the ILS system employing solid-state components have been installed at a number of U.S. airports, and
category IliA capability exists at Dulles airport and planned for others. However, the major effort to

obtain an improved landing guidance capability has been through developing a satisfactcry microwave
landing guidance system (MLS). Over a relatively brief per;od of intensive effort, the RTCA SCI 17
committee has developed the broad specifications for such a system. Based on these guidelines, the FAA's
MLS program is currently at the Phase II level ot flight-testing with the prototype equipment of four
contractors. Improvements in landing guidance capability is creating the need for better airport surface

traffic control. At most of the larger airports, runways may be as much as 2 nmi distance from the tower.
Thus it is obvious that even under Category I conditions (200-ft decision height, YV-mile visibility) tower

and ground traffic controllers will have difficulty seeing the extremities of the airport and cannot provide
an adequate level of guidance to aircraft on the runways and taxiways unless extensively aided by pilot
position reports. For Category II and III conditions (lower decision height, less visibility), ground traffic
control is even more difficult for controllers and pilots alike when guidance and control is limited to
traditional techniques. The recent ground collision at Chicago O'Hare between a taxiing jet and one taking
off pointed up the need for better airport surface surveillance tools.

The sophistication of the surveillance and control system required to complement adequately the
expected level of increased all-weather operation at major airports will depend upon the traffic level and

the demand to conduct such operations. A total system approach is needed to achieve efficient and safe
restrictive visibility opecations on an airport's runway/taxiing structure; the AGTC study recently awarded
by TSC will be addressing many facets of the total problem.

Texas Instruments (T.I.) has been working since the late 1960s on an advanced surface detection
radar that T.I. calls the ASD. A prototype system is being tested at LAX airport. The operation of this

radar was observed by SRI personnel on 27 November 1973. We noted that although large aircraft in
motion could be easily detected, there was considerable clutter on the display, which would appear to
make the rapid detection of stationary dircraft and vehicles difficult, if not impossible, unless the oisplay
is continuously monitored by a dedicated operator. The boundaries of runways and taxiways were not
clear. In order :o delineate the boundaries of a high-speed turnoff 3f RW24P, FAA and airport personnel
deployed a number of corner reflectors. These returns, as well as the retu, ns of runway lights associated
with RW24R, appeared as large dots on the display comparable in size to Nhat one might expect from a
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small aircraft or a vehicle. However, use of corner reflectors is limited for large ranges, as the investigation

in this report will show.

We understaInd that T.I. will incorporate a video mapper as an improvement ot the current display.

If registered properly, video outlines would practically eliminate the need for corner refleciors or active

enhancers to define taxiways, etc. for short ranges. Yet there still may be objectionable clutter within

runway/taxiway areas that may be confused with an aircraft or vehicle being controlled, or that could

hide a vehicle. Every effort, of course, should be made to repave or condition runway/taxiway area' so

that they provide minimum clutter and thus enhance the detectability of targets in these areas.

It is recommended that an active enhancement device should be carried by all ground vehicles
permitted to operate on runways and taxiways during restricted visibility conditions. Such targets can be

enhanced by the beacon transponder; alternatively, an identity (code) offset from the radar frequency

can be obtained from the vehicle. Such a feature would enhance the control of these vehicles.

It is well known that owners and operators of aircraft want to minimize the acquisition of additional

"black boxes." However, to engage in Category II and part;cularly Category III operations, aircraft have

to be equipped with highly reliable navigation/autopilot systems, and pilots must " rated for specific

aircraft. The design and testing of the Lockheed L-1011 aircraft systems (including power distribution) -
navigation and autopilot systems to permit automatic Category IlIA - took some years to demonstrate

an acceptable level of operational reliability. The point we wish to make is that Category II and III

landings offer serious problems, thus we believe that the equipping of aircraft engaged in such operations

with special beacons to enhance oetectability and provide identification and enhance automatic control
while on the surface of an airport would be a part of the system solution to obtaining all-weather, high.

density operations at major hub airports.
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APPENDIX B

AIRBORNE BEACON TRANSPONDER

The specifications ot a typical airborne beacon transponder used by commercial airlines is as follows: i
0 AVQ-95 System Description - Built by RCA

The AVO-95 ATC Transponder System is a compct, solid-state radar beacon system consisting

of three major units: the transponder, the control unit, and the antenna. The AVO-95 performs
the airborne , wtion of the functions of the Air Traffic Control Secondary Surveillance Radar

(ATCSSR) system. The purpose of the ATCSSR is to provide faster, safer, more positive means
of air traffic control. Essentially, the AVO-95 functions as the airborne portion of a two-way
communications link; it receives interrog3tions on one frequency and transmits replies on another.
This reply of the transponder serves two basic purposes: it provides a strong, interference-free
signal to the ATC ground radar, and it provides a means of conveying specific information about
the aircraft itself. These capabilities of the transponder serve to increase the aircraft-handling
capacity and precision of the ATC centers in four ways: it allows ATC controllers to quickly
locate and identify individual aircraft within their ranges; it reduces the need for voice communi-

cation; it eliminates the need for identifying maneuvers by the aircraft; and it extends the coverage
of ground radar up to 200 nmi.

The AVQ-95 operates in the L-band of radar frequencies. Primary power supply for the system is
the aircraft 27.5-Vdc power source. Its basic purpose could be said to "cooperate" with the ATC
grourd radar. Normally, a radar detects an aircraft by virtue of skin echoes reflected back to the
receiver portion of the radar system. It frequently happens, however, that the desired skin return

is either attenuated by distance or lost among the ground clutter on the radar display. The airborne
transponder (or radar.beacon) overcomes this problem by first detecting that the aircraft is being

scanned by a radar beam, and second, by transmitting a pulsed reply much like an "amplified"
return on the radar receiving frequency, which is 60-MHz removed from the interrogation
frequency. The radar receives this amplified return just as it would its own echo and displays it
as a brighter blip readily distinguished from the other returns. To a radar-beacon such as the
AVQ-95, the scan of a radar beam acts as an interrogation to which the AVQ-95 must transmit
a reply. It is from this cooperative response transmission that the transponder receives its name.
Although this, in simplified form, is the basic purpose of the radar beacon, the modern-da.'
transponder embodies a host of refinements that vastly extend the utility of the radar beacon
and that have provided ATC controllers with a much more positive means of traffic control.

The AVQ-95 cooperates with the FAA-operated ATC Radar-Beacon System (RBS) which was
specifically developed as a secondary surveillance radar (SSR) system to provide reliable ground
control of air traffic by means of radar. The SSR is as much a communications system as it is
a radar system. The antenna of the secondary system is frequently mounted on the antenna of the
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primary system so that the two antennas rotate in unison. This permits the transponder's

amplified returns to be displayed as bright (blooming) blips in the proper kizimuth and range
relationship with the primary radar display. The AVQ-95, which operates in the L-band radar

frequency, receives interrogation from the ATCRBS at 1030 MHz and replies at 1090 MHz.

Owing to the high frequencies used, the signals are clear and interference-free. As these signals

are a line-of-sight trn'nsmission, the further the airplane is from the ground radtr, the higher the

airplane must be to provide useful communications.

* Performance and Characteristics of the AVQ-95 ATC Transponder

- General

Range: 200 nmi

Operating altitude: up to 45,000 ft

Solid-state design: only one tube

Power requirements: 1.25 A at 27.5 Vdc (nominal)

Reply-pulse-spacing tolerance: 0.1 us, measured from first pulse to any other pulse in the

reply group

Interrogation Modes: mode spacings chosen f-om 8ps (Mode A) and 21 ps (Mode C)

Sidelobe suppression: 3-pulse

FAA TSO: C74b, CAT. AAJAAAEXXXXX Class 1

FCC type acceptance

System weight: 7.5 pounds

- Receiver/Transmitter

Transmitter power output: 400 W

Transmitter frequency stability: ±2.5 MHz

Transmitter frequency: 1090 MHz

Transmitter frequency control: cavity oscil~ator

Receiver sensitivity: -74 d8m

Receiver selectivity: less than 3 dB attenuation at ±3,0 MHz; greater than 60 dB attenuation

at-25 MHz and beyond
Receiver freqjency stability: ±100 kHz

Receiver frequency: centered at 1030 MHz

Receiver frequency control: crystal controlled

Overall delay: 3.0 ± 0.5ps

Number of reply codes: 4096 pilot-selected codes, expandable to 8192 on Mode A; Mode C
automatic altitude reporting from -1000 ft to 126,750 ft

Self-test: both Modes A and A/C

Ir-terrogation modes: A & C (in keeping with new FAA ATC system planning)

Size: dwarf short 3/8 ATR

Mounting: hard mounting on 0.45spcund tray
Weight: 6.3 pounds

- Control Panel

Code Indication: 4-digit readout
Controls: IDENT; modes A, A/C, STBY, OFF; TEST, MONitor, DIM; interrogation reply light;

thumbwheel code selectros; optical dual system transfer switch
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Illumination: 5 Vac or dc aviation white
Panel Colors: gray or black
Size: 2-7/16" X 2-7/8" X 2-3/4"

Weight: 0.45 pound

Antenna

L-band blade-type antenna suitable for DME or trf.nspoder

Weight: 0.3 pound.

From the above description of RCA's AVQ-95, it can be concluded that present ATC ransponders
are required to perform more than their one main basic function - i.e., target enhancement. As a result,

the designs are complex and costs are high. Therefore designs of ATC transponders and ASD transponders

should not be compared on a one-to-one basis. They may have similarities in the basic concept and system

techniques, but present requirements for ASD beacon transponders for a distance of five miles are not

nearly as complex. Further system studies on airport surveillance detection are necessary to determine

whether sidelobe-suppression techniques have to be incorporated in the ASD beacon transponder or in

the ground radar. Such studies are beyond the scope of this project and should be considered for follow-up

programs.

II
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APPENDIX C

CHARACTERISTICS OF TEXAS INSTRUMENTS ASO RADAR

The characteristics of the T.I. ASD radar that is installed at Los Angeles International are shown in
Table C-1. The T.I. ASD characteristics considered for this study were somewhat different, and all the
theoretical work was done at 16.5 GHz. However, few of the previous conclusions are affected, primarily
because all the operational specifications of the ASD radar are essentially the same. By decreasing the
frequency to 14.1 GHz, less atmospheric attenuation exists and therefore target-enhancement problems

are reduced.

Table C-1. Characteristics of Tex3- Instruments ASD Radar at LAX
r

Measured at
Functional LAX Airport

Transmitter

Frequency 14.1-14.3 GHz Ch A 14.167 GHz
Ch B 14.045 GHz

Pulsewidth 35 ns Ch A 31 ns
±5 ns Ch B 34 ns

Average power Ch A 12.5 W
Ch 8 13.1 W

Peak power 24 kW min ChA27kW
Ch 8 28 kW

PRF 15 ± 0.5 kHz Ch A 15.1 kHz
Ch B 14.9 kHz

Receiver

IF center frequency 60 MHz
Sensitivity -85 dBm Ch A -96 dBm

Ch B -92 dBm
Bandwidth 30 MHz Ch A 42 MHz

Ch B 55 MHz

Noise figure 11 dB max
Dynamic range Ch A 32.3 dB

,_ _ _Dh 8 30.6 dB

Antenna
Scan rate 150 rpm ±20
Tilt 0 o to -3 00
VSWR
Bandwidth

Horizontal 0.30
Vertical 100

Gain 33dB

C-I.
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